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The Nature of the.Preblem 
Adult vocational education is experiencing a period of rapid 
growth and many seurces indicate it to be the fastest growing area in 
the .American educational system. As a result ef this phenomenal 
growth increased emphasis is being placed on the area vocational-tech-
nical centers to previde training for adults at all vecatienal and 
technical·levels. Changing techn9logies are causing adult workers to 
return to school for training, upgrading or retraining in order to re-
main viable in the labor market. Federal legislation, in keeping with 
this nation's commitment to the three primary economic goals of growth, 
full employment and price stability, has encouraged many adults to re-
turn to school (22). 
Adults are asking for programs and courses that are realistic in 
meeting their needs. Macy of the classes are composed of students 
with divergent educational backgrounds and needs. Some terminated 
their educatio~ short of receiving a high school diploma, others have 
one or more higher education degrees •. All are seeking understanding 
and help in re~lizing their potential in the world. of work. 
According to adult vocational education records at the. state de-
partment of vocational education many adult students in Oklahoma fail 
1 
2 
to complete the course or program in which they are enrolled (35). 
W}zy de they not continue? Were their needs being met? What are the 
needs of adults? Are the teachers of adults in the area vocational-
technical scheols adequately prepared to teach classes of students 
with these divergent backgrounds and needs? These and many equally 
pein·ted questi0ns are being asked by adult educators.. The, adult stu-
dent, the.teacher and the administrator all have a perception of what 
' . .· ·' ' ' 
must eccur in the learning laboratory that will produce re·alistic 
learning experiences. 
Knowledge of the characteristics of effective teaching will en-
able these charged with the education of adults to look objectively 
at the :nature and scope e:f' adult vocational teacher educat.ien needs. 
The adult student is no longer that "captive audience" that is com-
pulsed te attend schoel. There is no law that requires him to attend 
class o~ that compels him tq complete a course of study that he has 
begun. What ever his reason for terminating his educati0n previ-· 
eusly he will net return unless and/or until he feels a need to fur-
ther his education •. On the basis of this felt need the adult student 
invariably comes expecting to receive some type of assistance. If his 
effa,rts to seek assistance are thwarted he will, he feels, be compel-
led to seek other means to acquire the knowledge and/or skill that 
will en.able him to better himself in terms of. employment .• 
Statement of the Problem. 
The central problem of this study arises as a. result of the pheno-
m~nal growth in adult vocational education. As a result of this growth 
maizy persons have been thrust into the teaching role who weuld net 
3 
otherwise have become teachers. There are also those who as vocational 
education teachers at the secondary level choose, for various reasons, 
to enter the realm of adult teaching. Often it can be recognized that 
neither the skilled craftsman from industry nor the secondary voca-
tiona.l education teacher are adequately prepared f@r their new r0le as 
an adult educator. 
PurpHe ef the . Study 
The purpose of this st~dy, therefore, is to identify those behav-
ioral teaching acts or patterns which characterize the effective adult 
vocational teacher as perceived by adult vocational education students, 
adult vocational education teachers and coordinators of adult voca-
tiona.l education in selected area vocational-technical centers in 
.Oklahoma. 
Vocational education could, and should provide a large portion of 
' 
our youth with the best possible preparation for existing and future 
employment opportunities. It should also provide training for the 
handicapped and disadvantaged and remedial training for those whose 
skills have become obsolete. In addition, it must be the vehicle for 
updating skills throughout the working life of an individual (22). 
The extent of the future commitment that vocational education 
will require cannot be minimized. It is estimated that by 1975, de-
spite a doubling of college enrollment, approximately three-fourths 
of the civilian labor force will have had 4 years of high school edu-
catiQn or less. Legislation in recent years particularly the Voca-
tiona.l Education Act of 1963, as ammended in 1968, and the Educational 
Professions Development Act of 1967, reaffirms the national commitment 
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to make higher quality vocational education available to a larger: 
group of persons (32). 
Scope and Limitations 
This research study is limited to the (A) area vecational-techni-
cal centers in Oklahoma that have been in operation longer than•two 
academic school years, (B) c0erdinators ef adult education employed by 
the above mentioned centers, (C) teachers of adult trade and indus-
t~ial education courses during the fall term of the 1971-72 school 
year in the above mentioned centers and (D) students enrelled in adult 
trade 8.?lld industrial educatien courses during the fall term of the 
1971-72 school year in the above mentioned centers. Adult educatien 
courses in the area vocational schools vary in length from 11 to 16 
weeks, according to the state supervisor (35). 
The selected teaching and/or learning behaviors ef adult voca-
tional teachers used in this study are not all of the behavioral per-
captions of adult vocational teachers. Other perceptions may be of 
signific~t importance in a study of this nature. However, the ones 
selected for this study were those believed to be most relevant to 
adult education by a panel of experts composed of 27 experienced adult 
' 
educators from Oklahoma and across the nation (32 were contacted and 
27 responded) and by the chief administrators of the abeve mentioned 
area vocational-technical centers. The Questionnaire which is a com-
pilatien of these selected teaching and/or learning behaviors is re-
preduced in Appendix B. 
It is realized that the characteristics ef enrellees, teachers 
and coordinators may differ frem one enrollment period to anether. It 
5 
is alse understood that this time element may in,fluence the character-
istics of all people, but the changing rate of characteristics may not 
influence the relationship of the perceptions of adult teacher educa-
tion needs as held by students, teachers and coordinators of adult 
education. 
Assumptions of the Study 
There are basic ass~ptions that need to be identified in a study 
ef this nature. The validity of the analyzed data to be presented in 
this study is subject to the assumption that: 
1. The panel 0f experts and the directors of the area voca.tiona.1-
technical centers perceptions of the behavioral teaching acts 
or patterns which characterize the effective adult vocational 
teacher were representative. 
2. Coordinators of adult education have perceptions of the be-
havioral teaching acts or patterns which characterize the 
effective adult vocational teacher. 
3. Teachers of adults have perceptions of the behavioral teach-
ing acts or patterns which characterize the effective adult 
vocational teacher. 
4. Adult students have perceptions of the behavioral teaching 
acts or patterns which characterize the effective adult 
vocational teacher. 
5. The instruments used were sensitive, free from biases and 
representative of the perceptions of need. 
6. The responses to the instrument were honest and adequate. 
6 
Definition of Terms 
Fer the purp0se of this study the following definitions are given: 
Adult education course. An erganized educatierua.l activity in an area 
vocational-technical center. 
Adult education programs. A series of tw~ or more adult education 
courses organized te meet consecutively that lead te entry level com-
petency or above in a specific trade or occupatio~. 
Adult enrollee. An independent individual who has pajsed the age of 
compulsory school attendance and is participating in an organized 
educational activity in an area vocational center. 
Adult education teacher. One who is employed part-time or full-time 
in an a~ea vocational-technical center for the express purpese ef in-
struction in an organized educational activity. 
Area vocational-technical center. A center of organized vocationa.1-
technical education activity designated by an independent school dis-
. trict er by a group of independent school districts who share a common 
geographic lecation. Only the eight area schools that had been in 
operatien fer 2 or more academic school years were used in this study. 
Behavioral teaching act or pattern. An observable characteristic of 
the teacher in the teaching-learning situ~~ion. 
Chief administrator. The director, superintendent or principal of an 
area vocational-technical.center. 
Coordinator of adult education.· One who is employed by an area voca-
tional-technical center for the express purpose of promoting, organiz-
ing, supervising an.d ceordinating the overall ~dult education program. 
Pan.el of experts. The twenty seven experienced adult educators from 
a 
1 
Oklahoma and acress the natien who responded from an. initial group of 
thirty twe that were selected by the author, Dr. Robert Price and Dr. 
Lleyd Wiggins to be used as panelists in developing. the instrument. 
Perception. An awareness of the elements of the environment through 
physical sensatien interpreted in the light of experience. 
Trade and industrial education. An organized program of instruction 
ceverimg desirable knowledges, skills and attitudes that pertain te 
an;y custom trade, service trade or occupation which is not classified 
as agricultural, business, technical, professional or homemaking. 
Trade and industrial education is referred to in this study as T & I 
education. 
Research Question 
Do responses to the questionnaire items indicate an identifiable 
pattern or agreement in perception (of 3.50 or above on a'5 poing rat-
. \ 
ing scale) of what students view as effective teaching behavior, of 
what teachers view as effective teaching behavior and of what coordi-
na.ters view as effective teaching bell.avior? 
Organizational Plan 
1. A search of literature concerning adult vec•tional teacher educa-
tien needs was made. 
2. An instrument was structured to gather information concerning per-
captions ef the nature and scope of adult vocational teacher edu-
cation needs. 
3. The instrument was submitted to a. panel of experts for additions, 
deletions and general refinement. 
4. The refined instrument was submitted to the chief administrators 
of the area vocational-technical centers in Oklahoma for addi-
tional refinement and validation. 
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5. A pilot study was conducted using populations from one of the area 
vocational schools which was not involved in the study. This 
pilot study was used to determine if the timing of the adminis-
tration of the instrument had any significant effect upon the 
responses given. 
6. The instrument was administered during the fall term of the 1971 
school year to enrollees in adult T & I courses and to adult T & I 
education teachers and coordinators of adult education in the area 
vocational-technical centers in Oklahoma. 
7. Data collected by the questionnaires were tabulated and analyzed. 
8. Relationships between the perceptions of the behavioral teaching 
acts or patterns which characterize the effective adult vocational 
teacher as held by adult students, teachers and coordinators of 
adult education were established and pointed out. 
9. A summary of findings and recommendations was made. 
CHAPI'ER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE/ 
Introduction 
A search of the literature was made, pursuant to this study, con-
cerning the nature and scope of adult vocational teacher education 
needs, and an attempt was made to assemble that which was read into a 
resume containing three broad categories. These categories are: (a) 
the nature of adult education, (b) needs in adult educati0n and (c) 
meeting the needs of adult education. Selected readings are reported 
in the Review of Literature according to the three chosen categories 
and a summary is included. 
The bibliography was arranged in alphabetical order according to 
auth0r's name. Each separate bibliographic reference was then numbered 
consecutively and this number was used in the text whenever this refe-
rence is encountered. When the author's :name is a part of the sentence 
in the text, i.e. "Thi$ system is explained by Albaugh (1) on page 
23," the number of the reference is placed in parentheses after the 
author's name. If the author's name is not in the sentence, the ref-
erence number is given in parentheses at the end of the sentence or 
quote, e.g. (1). 
The Nature of Adult Education 
As the mission of the adult educator has become more complex and 
9 
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more significant, the character ef his role has been gradually cha:mg-
ing. .And the demands en him to prepare more c.arefully fer performi:mg 
the role have increased proportionately (19). 
The fact that an increasing number ef out-of school youth and 
adults are seeking to impreve themaelves is one Qf the mest encourag-
ing signs Gf eur times. We know that continuing education for eut-of 
scho•l yeuth is ene ef the least expensive investments our society can 
make, te say nothing of the dignity and self-respect gained by the in-
dividuals i:nvelved. Educatien means effort, but the economic rewards 
tQ the iruiividual for self-improvement remain a prime factor in our 
heritage. We know that motivation and the experience of the indivi-
dual are twe great assets fer learning by out-of school youth and 
adults according to Finch (11). 
Venn (33) states that vecatio:nal-technical education of adults is 
censidered by m&n3 to be a. process rather than a. program - a procel!ll!! 
that invelves the development of the individual for social, economic 
a.md eccupationa.l competence. It is carried on in institutions, on the 
jeb, in fermal and informal situa~ions and elsewhere. The activity 
that takes place in educational institutions is pla.mo.ed and organized 
and may be distinguished as a program. Such programs have as their 
objective either the preparation of the individual to enter an •ccu-
pation er the upgrading er updating of the adult already employed. 
Adult vecational-technioal education, therefere, may be classified as 
either preparatQry er supplementary in nature. 
Seme indications exist that adult or continuing education has pro-
gressed in the direction recommended ten years ago by Blakely in the 
1960 Handbook ef Adult Education (18): ''The purpose of American life 
11 
and of American education is, in this light, seen to be the development 
of individuals who will fulfill themselves and freely serve the soci-
ety which values individuals. 
If program success is to be determined in light of the proposed 
definition of self-fulfillment (i.e., programs that assist a person 
• 
to become all that he is capable of becoming), according to Jensen 
(16), then, the first look might be at what it is that keeps one from 
becoming all that he can. Here sociologists generally agree that the 
chief negating factor is one that prohibits a person from considering 
himself or being considered by others to be a worthwhile representa-
tive of the human race. In turn successful adult education programs 
should encourage or help a person to consider himself and to be con-
sidered by others to be a worthwhile and contributing citizen. 
Jensen further states that the sound adult education program 
should help the participant become all he can by providing the kinds 
of educational experiences that: 
Help the learner learn how to learn. 
Provide knowledge and skills about social aspects of living. 
Help the learner arrive at his own solutions to personal problems. 
In his book entitled, "A Philosphy for Adult Education," Bergevin 
(5) reviews adult education as a systematically organized program in 
an organized institution, as independent study, as participation train-
ing, as random experiential learning and as a special field of study. 
This leads him to examine a number of special problems, such as: (a) 
The Pursuit 0f Materialism; (b) The Fears of Ideals - The Desire to 
be Practical; (c) All Men Are Created Equal; (d) The Marginal Citizen; 
(e) Teaching $ubjects Rather Than Persons; and (f) Resistance to 
12 
Change. Bergevin places a great deal of emphasis on the philosophical 
proposition that programs of adult education are to be desii8'lled and 
conducted to help adults see themselves as mature beings seeking 
wholeness. 
In his article entitled "Evaluating Personality changes in Occu-
pational Education" Champagne (9), states, 
The position I adhere to is that occupational education 
must give forms to educating the entire man •••• so that 
the individual appreciates the dignity of worth. The 
individual needs to be educated to function with a newly 
acquired skill rather than to be merely trained in a 
skill. 
Adult students, unlike many children, come to a program with a 
definite purpose. They are highly motivated, however, the majority 
of adults in a community, those who do not enroll in adult courses, 
must also be the concern of adult educators. The educator must use 
every means to arouse their interest, to move them to action, and to 
understand why continuing their education does or does not have mean-
ing te them (30). 
Adult learners are often sensitive about their role as learner$. 
They don't want to be treated like children or use resources that 
smack of childhood learning. Unless we recognize this situation, we 
can easily alienate the adult learner, according to Bergevin (5), and 
negate our opportunity to help him learn more about himself. Nothing 
is quite so boring to most adult learners as having to sit hour after 
hour and listen to somebody tell them what they need to know or what 
he thinks they need to know. This passive learning situation, Berge-
vin (5), says, does not bring out the best in most adult learners. 
Programs of adult education have been ruined because persons who con-
ducted them used the same methods in dealing with adults that they 
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used with children. 
The adult educator is confronted with mature, experienced people 
whose educational needs are more goal oriented. These people often 
want to adjust to some changed economic need. Much evidence exists 
which suggests that this can best be accomplished by the clientele 
assisting in the planning (10). 
Adult education today is a natural outgrowth from yesterdays edu-
cation. It is a confusing mixture of both raw and well worn programs, 
of separate and overlapping programs; of programs that work together 
and programs that work at cross purposes. It is a mixture of adults 
who are scarcely students and of students who are scarcely adults. 
It is a mixture of education for jobs that are disappearing and for 
jobs yet to appear. This creates a swirling maelstrom through which 
the adult educator picks his way with difficulty (26). 
Bergevin (5) believes that, people will not necessarily respond 
to a learning program merely because it is good for them. To be truly 
productive, an adult learning program must be fashioned to solve the 
peculiar problems at hand in terms of the particular adults involved. 
In an article entitled "Adult Learning and Modification of Atti-
tude," Anderson (2),-comments that, in general, adults learn what they 
want te learn and do best when they take an active part in the teach-
ing-learning process. Adults learn much more quickly and effectively 
in a non-cQmpetitive atmosphere where they can cooperate with other 
class members and use their experiences to foster learning. They show 
much greater progress under supportive instruction and in situations 
where satisfaction occurs during the learning process. 
Anderson (2), contends that punishment and threatening 
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instructions slow up the learning process in adults much more than in 
children. The adult has a higher anxiety level in new learning situ-
ations than high schQol students and his adult dignity is at stake. 
Reporting on a project they conducted on the effects of anxiety 
en learning time and attitudes of new employers at Texas Instruments 
Inc., Goomersall and Jt,ers (12) state that, when the company devoted 
one extra day to orientation, communication and reducing new employ-
ees' anxiety, they observed the following: 
At the end of one month the experimental group was signi-
ficantly out-performing the controls •••• Training time 
was out in ~alf; costs were lowered to one-third of pre-
vious levels; absenteeism and tardiness dropped-one-half, 
and waste and rejects to one-fifth of previous levels. 
It weuld appear that anxiety reduction has some financial benefit for 
indul!!try as well a.a personal benefit for the employees and trainees. 
Required competition can be a. potent fa.cter in raising anxiety 
level according to the findings of Haines and McKeachie (14) who made 
a cempa.ris0n of group discussion methods of teaching. They found that 
when compounded by the learners existing anxiety level, the tension 
created by class competition, especially under a competitive grading 
system, resulted in an undesirable situation. Their conclusien'was 
stated as follows: 
The present research demenstrated that students in compe-
titive discussion situations became more anxious, displayed 
I 
greater incidence of self-oriented needs, ~d found them-
selves lQosing self-assurance. Further they were less able 
to perform effectively in recitation. 
It would appear then that the education of adults should be con-
ducted in a. well planned, well organized manner in which all persons 
involved have had a part. Adult educators must have taken into ac-
count the needs and hangups of adults. 
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In most countries in which adult education has appeared in recog-
nizable form, national programs for the education of adults have tended 
to take on a rather easily definable character. In the United States, 
on the other hand, the national adult education program has prolifer-. 
ated almost haphazardly in response to myriad individual needs and 
interests (18). 
Continous education in one form or another is not a luxury but a 
necessity. Education is a built-in requirement of a society emerging 
from control by the few to control by the man;y (5). It is not at all 
unrealistic tc!> anticipate that by 1975 enrollments in public school 
continuing education programs will be one and 0ne-halif' to two times 
those of day high school enrollments, with better than one-half en-
rolling in vocational-tech~ical education (11). 
Needs in Adult Education 
Although recent statistical reports indicate that a surplus of 
teachers is beginning to build up in most academic areas, this is sim-
ply not the case in vocational education, particularly not in trade 
and industrial education. There are three primary reasons, according 
to Gorman (13), for the continuing teacher shortage in trade and in-
dustrial education. 
1. Qualified personnel who posses the technical skills 
needed for trade and industrial education are also in 
demand in industry. 
2. T & I instructors, in secondary schools, who begin 
teaching without a baccalaureate degree must agree to 
participate in an extended inservice program, usually 
lasting four or more years. This long range commitment 
required for certification tends to scare off a number of 
promising prospects who already have good jobs in industry •. 
3. Certification standards require extensive occupational 
experience in the subject to be taught. The number of 
experienced craftsmen in any one trade are.a who also possess 
the potential to make good instructors is limited. 
Those of us in the teaching profession have long known that we 
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need te kn0w our students and their individual and collective charac-
teristics. We make every effort to understand all we can about the 
student so that our educational program will be appropriate at each 
stage in his life. 
For many years it was assumed that the principles and techniques 
that were used in the education of children would be equally as effec-
tive in helping adults to learn. But as knowledge accumulated both 
from experience and frem research, it became increasingly apparent, 
says Knowles (19), that an adult was more than just a grown-up child, 
that he possessed certain unique characteristics as a learner that 
required different principles and techniques from those employed with 
children. 
It should not be surprising says Ulmer (31) to find that to pro-
vide effective adult education, we must know and understand our adult 
learners. As you learn more about the adult, you will wish to con-
sider how your appreach to teaching needs to be adapted to the char-
acteristics of the adult student. Essentially this is what in-service 
educati0n is all about. The in-service program may be the difference 
between success and failure for the new part-time teacher of adults. 
Generally, adults participate voluntarily in education programs. 
This fact makes it extremely important that the programs be seen by 
the participants as directly related to their needs. This, according 
to Atwood and Ellis (3), compounds the adult educator's problem. On 
the ene hand if a program is not recognized as being helpful in meet-
ing the adult's needs, there will be little participation; on the 
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other hand, addressing the program only to those needs recognized at 
the moment may make it shallow or superficial, since frequently adults 
must be assisted to recognize their needs. The adult educator should 
be competent in diagnosing the educational needs of adults and in as-
sisting the adults to identify their own needs. 
Fortunately, there is official government recognition expressed 
through the Vocational Education Act of 1963 and the ammended act of 
1968 that a more dynamic educational approach with a shift in both 
course priority and course relevance is in order. The act encourages, 
through federal a.id funds, the creation of meaningful programs which 
ca.n vitalize a curriculum and make it a viable instrument for train-
ing adults for income producing futures (15). 
In a recent study Ross (25) reported the following: 
Adults whe return to school appear to be motivated by two 
distinct sets of factors. Those who have 12 years or less 
0f fermal schooling seem to be motivated by economic fac-
tors - the need for a better job, the need to upgrade 
job skille, and the number of their dependents. Adults 
with more than 12 years of formal education are pri-
marily motivated by the drive toward self actualiza.titm 
- the need for fulfillment of personal capacities and 
talents. 
An up-to-date working knowledge of how adults learn is the key-
stone of good teaching at the adult education level. According to 
Larson (21), too few teachers know enough about the adult learners 
anxiety level. Adults bring a good deal of internal insecurity into 
a new learning situation. Perhaps this unresolved anxiety is a fac-
tor in the dropout problem which plagues administrators of adult even-
ing school programs. Most educators agree, according to Larson, that 
anxiety motivates people to put forth maximum effort; what most te~ch-
ers do net realize, howeyer, is that the adult learner's anxiety level 
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is usually more than high enough to maintain his drive for success. 
Teachers who add stress through demands and competition may be defeat-
ing their own purpese. 
One may also turn to the discipline af soci0logy b receive fur-
t~er support for this issue. Adult education, according to Beal (4), 
is concerned with effecting change in the individual and ultimately 
in seciety in general. The latter implies more than one person being 
involved; hence, adult educators should possess an understanding of 
social action and social change. Beal (4) developed a con.struct of 
social action in which he proposed a step by step procedure for initi-
ating social change. This model points out the need for involvement 
of the clientele if the change desired is to eventually be successful. 
Closely allied with this is the study of cultural heritage as 
reported by Dutton (10), 
The nerms, values, beliefs, etc. handed down through the 
years play a. large part in the shaping of an individual. 
An adult educator should possess an under'standing of this 
area. effecting change in society. Here again people must 
be involved in plan.q.ing. 
Kempler (17) in his book on adult education is concerned with our 
approaches and methods of teaching adults in relation to what they 
~xpect and demand. He says: 
Adults demand education with intrinsic merit, education 
that serves their recognized needs. When an activity helps 
them solve their problems and make the behavioral changes 
they want and need to make, they will participate in great 
numbers. Only when adults are forced by social or economic 
pressure to acquire a diploma will they pursue classroom 
activitie$ that are unr~lated to their real concerns. 
Kempler (17) also states that many of our methods and approaches are 
weak because they have been copied from the traditional institutional 
walls ud provide services in many different locations. 
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If we see our society as an evolving, developmental order attempt-
ing to offer the individuals who compose it the freedom recessary to 
grow and express themselves as creative beings, then it follows that 
we have to have the knowledge needed to function in such a society. 
We must play our important roles as free and responsible citizens. 
Since we are involved in this centinuing, evolving process, our learn-
ing needs as adults are continuous and changing. 
Mi\,n must learn in order to live. It is difficult to imagine a 
human having any experience or performing any kind of work without 
learning. There is evidence that man must continue to learn on a re-
gular basis or he becomes frustrated and bored with life. It seems 
inevitable that every j0b will in time become routine and boring fli,r 
the average worker if some opportunity to learn is not provided. In 
fact~ learning cannot be avoided-it cannot be turned eff-it is a 
life time process according to Bush (7). 
The education needs of adult cannot be identified once for all 
time. While some needs are stable, Kempler (17) says, others change 
according to economic conditions, world tensions and other domestic 
situations. Inherent in adult education is the concept of lifeleng 
learning. The role of the adult educator should move in a direction 
a.way from that of willing amateur teward that of trained specialist. 
The mission of adult education, according to Knowles (19), is becoming 
I • 
clearer: It is to develop a total environment conducive to human 
growth and fulfillment-an educative community. 
Thatcher (30) says that public school adult education services 
today must not remain too fixed. Adult education is on the verge of 
becoming professionalized as it reaches into the requirements of its 
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adult audience. Adult educators are n.ow fully aware that routines or 
policies and practices borrowed from other fields of education are fre-
quently not effective nor desirable for use with adult groups. 
,Time and energy are wasted by adult educators who plan and con-
duct programs of adult learning without considering the nature of the 
learner and, therefore, make little conscious effort to fit a program 
to that nature. Successful adult educational programs involve some 
change in the learner (5). 
Prosser (24) says that the best time to teach anything is when 
the learner needs it for a purpose. When the need arises the adult 
educator must have functioning subject-matter; in order to get this 
Prosser (24) says: 
1. You must start with the demands of the occupation or 
line of employment and not with the field of knowledge, or 
subject to be taught. 
2. Get the information from experienced men in the occu-
patien or line of employment, not from theorists. 
3. Work with these experienced men, and help them to give 
you what you need. 
4. Organize. teaching content of skill and knowledge into 
unit courses in sequential order. 
5. Be sure lessons are organized to cover all these teach-
ing points. 
6. Modify as needed. 
Prosser (24) continues by saying that adults desire a teacher to 
teach in simple language that they can understand. It is what he says 
that is important to them, not the perfection of the way he says it. 
If we are seriously concerned with developing and maintaining an 
effective adult education program that will help us relate better tc> 
0urselves and t0 the world about us, we will have to direct it toward 
a purpose and design the program to suit the purpose (5). The demands 
of society should determine the purposes of education. Probably the 
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most urgent and most discussed problem today deals with the unemployed 
or unemployable (8). 
According to Bush (7) there are three basic occupational: problems: 
1. Unemployment generally results from a lack of preper 
attitudes or saleable job entry skills. 
2. Underemployment is found when an employee is unable 
te continue to be promoted and forced to remain at a jG>b 
level below his aspirations. 
3. Overemployment results from an education or training 
deficit, that is, the demands of the job are greate.r than 
the education or experience of the employee. 
Prosser (24) feels that in erder to meet the needs of adults ef-
fectively the instrutors of adult vocational-technical education pro-
grams should meet the following qualifications: 
1. Mastery of skill and knowledge. 
2. Ability t0 teach. 
3. Ability to plan. 
4. Ability t0 handle people. 
5. Ability to analyze a trade f.or instructional purposes. 
6. Interest in and sympathetic to workers. 
A!Gng with these qualifications Prosser (24) indicates the f<!>llow-
ing personality traits as being essential to effective teaching: 
l. Good health and vigor. 
2. At least fair personality. 
3. Good standing as a citizen. 
An adult is already half prepared to receive instruction, when enroll-
ing in an adult vocational course, since training that gets anywhere 
with him must be built on top of his previous experience (24). 
Meeting the Needs of Adult Education 
The doctrine of interests and needs in education, introduced by 
Dewey early in the twentieth century, represented, essentially, a re-
action to tra~itional practices of paanning curricula. Dewey and his 
disciples, according to Atwood and Ellis (3), have advocated that, as 
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a basis for educatien, the subject--centered approach with its disre~ 
gard for the learners' interests and needs be replaced by a learner~ 
centered approach. Thus in what has come to be called progressive 
education, the learner is seen as an active participant, rather than 
a pliable passive recipient in the learning transaction. The concept 
of need receives considerable emphasis in current educational theory 
and practice including that of adult education. 
Many, perhaps even most adult educators today, say Atwoed and 
Ellis (3), subscribe to the "needs approach'' at least in theory. They 
have objected to mass programs designed for general use and attempts 
tG "peur" information into adults without regard to the learners as 
individuals, their lives, their interest or their needs. 
Dutten (10) contends that it is generally felt that if adult edu-
cation is to be successful in effecting behavioral change, the program 
must be designed to meet the needs, interests and desires of the cli-
entele it serves. This implies that the clientele must have a part 
in designing the educational process. Adult educators must be con-
stantly cognizant of the fact that their purpose is to effect change 
in what people know, understand, do and feel. To do this, it is im-
perative that they possess a clear understanding of the following 
four essentials: 
1. Adults learn best when they have a strong desire to 
learn. 
2. Adults learn best when they have clear goals. 
3. Adults learn best when they put forth an effort to 
learn. 
4. Adults learn best when they receive satisfaction from 
what they learn. 
Work with the less-advantaged is both challenging and frustrat-
ing. Teachers with white, middle-class backgrounds are impelled beth 
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by pers@nal desire and vocational education legislation to attempt to 
train more effectively less-advantaged persons who need help in coping 
with a complex multi-cultural society. Determination to help quickly 
turns to frustration as traditional methods meet the blank wall of re-
jection. Present teachers, teacher educators, administrators, super-
visors and adult students all must be involved in planning an adult 
education program that will reach more effectively those, who up to 
now, have been by-passed by the educational system (29). 
The changes in continuing education, as notable as they are, are 
anly a token eff<i>rt in relation to the backlog of uneducated and under-
educated people (11). Studies have proven that if adult education pre-
grams are to be a success they cannot be "more of the same." Briggs 
and Justman (6) say, "The first duty of adult education is to help 
adults learn to do better the desirable things they will do anyway." 
Shroeder (26) commenting on the results ef a natienal survey cen-
ducted by the National Opinions Research Center in 1961-62 which re-
vealed that one out of five adults participate in some form of educa-
tive activity during the course of a single year. In this day of 
rapid technological change there is concern over this ratio. Why do 
we have Bo% of our adult population in our fast changing society not 
participating in some type of supplementary continuing education? 
Assuming the deisrability of and even necessity for con-
tinuous learning on the part of most all United States 
citizens in this twentieth century, the question becomes--
why do as many as 4 out of 5 fail to engage themselves in 
a learning activity? (a) Somewhat of an answer might be 
accessibility. (b) Negative attitude of adults toward 
the traditional school they may have left or dropped out 
of or (c) lack of the development of a concept of appreci-
ation for life-long learning. Shroeder (26) suggests 
that every major college or school of ~ducation in each 
of our states be encouraged to introduce an adult education 
orientation course which all education majors would be 
required to complete. (d) Adults tend to de£ine adult 
education in a manner consistent with their exposure to 
it, limited though it may be •. Thus, seme may define adult 
vocational education as synonymous with literacy education 
offered for adults by some of our public schools. 
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Adult education must be based on a philosophy of change. It must 
also take into account the nature of the adult as a learner, always 
learning something for his edification or his destruction. The adult 
ca.n. be stimulated to inquire, to try to discover and to be creative. 
The change over the years in the methodology of teaching adults has 
been negligible (5). 
The curriculum of the early evening schools was limited almost 
entirely to the basic subjects of the primary grades. There is little 
evidence that the curriculum broadened significantly until close to the 
turn of the century. With the opening of the high school to evening 
students the scope and level of instruction available to adults grad-
ually expanded (18). 
If the expansion of the adult education program is to continue 
adult educators must, Kempler says (17), modify their courses in terms 
of interest and need of those enrolled. He continues by listing some 
attributes of a good adult school: 
l. Flexibility of scheduling. 
2. Frequency of class sessions to be determined by willing-
ness of adults to meet, although optimum learning conditions 
remain a factor. 
3. While terms with definite starting and stopping dates 
simplify administrative problems many principals are agree-
ing that many activities do not fit in a rigid pattern. 
Knowles (18) offers some predictions regarding the future develop-
ment of education for adults. They include: 
l. The size of the student body of adult education will 
continue to expand. 
2. The educational level of the student body of adult 
education will continue to rise. 
3. The resources and facilities for the education ef 
adults will gradually expand. 
4. The curriculum and methodology of adult education will 
becomei;ncreasingly differentiated from those designed for 
children and youth. 
5. There will be a rapid expansion in the body of knowledge 
about the education of adults. 
6. The role of the adult educator will become increasingly 
differentiated from other role.s and training .fo.r this. role 
wilt be increasingly specialized. 
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The permanency of adult vocational education is assured according 
to Prosser (24) in his ,boek on ev:ening schools. He ccmcludes that the 
adult evening school is permanent and not, as some believe, a passing 
phase of vocational and technical education. 
I believe, says Presser (24), that for any country-wide 
program of systematic adult education for workers in pro-
ductive employment, the bulk of the enrollment in evening 
schools will consist of th.ese who want training which will 
assist them in breadwinning. 
Prosser (24) also feels that there are four conditions for success 
in these programs; namely: 
l. Offers to customers what they want. (Responds to a real 
need or demand). 
2. Promotes an increased demand for what it offers. 
3. Renders a satisfactory service to customers. 
4. Does all this at the leilt.st cost in time, effort al'l.d 
money consistent with the successful operation .of the 
business. 
Factors that contribute to the success of a program according to 
Prosser (24) are: 
1. Efficient organization. 
2. Helpful workihg relations with other agencies. 
3. Suitable and adequate building. 
4. Functioning subject matter. 
5. Effective organization ef functioning subject matter 
into courses. 
6. Adequate instructional materials and devices. 
7. Competent instructors. 
8. Effective supervision. 
9. Successful method of getting and holding students. 
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10. Sound method of i:nstructien. 
One of the more impertant criteria for the success of a program 
for less-advantaged adu.l ts is the environment or setting of the train-
ing. Characteristics of an environment which is conducive to success 
include a 
1. An atmosphere of mutual respect between teachers and 
trainees. 
2. An 'atmosp~ere where knowledge. is easily accessable. 
3. An atmosphere where success is emphasized. 
4. An :unhurried (yet urgent) ·atmosphere where sufficient 
time is allowed to achieve goals •. 
5. ~ atmo~phere that emphasizes the.personal and social 
needs of an individual. 
6 • .A sensitive atmosphere that considers the desires of 
the trainee. 
7. An atmosphere that incorporates the "outside" environ-
ment of the. individual in that he is not an alien in the 
classreem (29). ··' 
Bergevin (5) sqs that each program of adult learning should have 
realistic, specific geals or objectives clearly stated in written 
ferm--a determinant statement of intent known and discussed by all 
participants in the adult learning program. 
~ teachers, according teICnox (20), mistakenly assume that the 
needs of the prospective participants are similar to those previously 
enrelled in such a course. The critical appraisal of adult needs for 
educational. experiences co:nsti tutes a pcllint at which one of the most 
difficult steps in.the program development process can be substantially 
improved with immense benefit to adult education agencies they serve. 
Ulmer (31) says that if we really want to .meet the n,eeds 
of adult education--if we believe in the adult education 
preceas--if we believe that people can and do change through 
education--then we will stop looking for "born" teachers ·and 
will plan adequate, sequential programs 0f in-service educa-
tie~ to prepare teachers of adults. 
Preservice orientation and training should be an essential part 
ef an effectively planned and conducted program of in-service 
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education. In fact, preservice programs are so important that there 
is little reason for employing a teacher in an adult program without 
preservice training. The slowly growing recognition and acceptance of 
adult education as an emerging profession is reflected in the expan-
sion of university curricula for the education of adult educators (34). 
Summary 
A major change in the traditional learning process is slowly gain-
ing momentum through individualized instruction. In continuing educa-
tien in particular-where time for study is frequently at a premium, 
student motivation high and what is learned has immediate application 
for job opportunities or promotion~the new approach, according to 
Finch (11), has gained rapid acceptance. Encouraging the student to 
accept greater responsibility for learning has been talked about for 
years. What is new are the methods and techniques that make it easier 
for this to take place. 
The fine silver thread of truth that is woven throughout the lit-
erature concerning adult education can be summed up by the three state-
ments made by Finch (11): "Students learn at differant rates-Learning 
is an individual pr0cess-Students a.re individuals." 
Throughout the literature concerning adult vocational-technical 
education one continuous theme is prominent. That prominent theme is 
that all persons involved in the learning process should have a part 
in the plarming of the program if the program is to be an effective 
instrument for change. In other words, individual involvement is the 
important factor in an effective adult education program. 
CHAPTER III 
METHOD OF INVESTIGATION 
Intr0duct.ion 
This study attempted to identify perceptiems of the nature and 
scope of adult vocational teacher education needs that were cengruent 
to adult trade a.nd industrial education students, teachers of adult 
trade and industrial education c0urses and ceerdinat@rs of adult voca-
tional-technical education. programs. The students, teachers and ceor-
dinators examined in this study were th@se who were actively engaged 
in adult trade a.Rd industrial education, during the fall term of the 
1971-72 school year. The study was further limited to those students, 
teachers and coordinators from the: area vocational-technical centers 
in Oklahoma that have been in operatien for two or more academic school 
years. 
Design 
A questi0nna.ire was censtructed by the investigator and Dr. R@bert 
' f· • I/ I ' • ) 
R. Price, dC11otoI'a.l c0mmittee chairman, using Malc•mb s. Knowles (19) 
book, The Modern Practice .!! Adult Educathm, a~ a. reference. The 
questionnaire employed a "Likert Scale, 11 as described by Oppenheim 
(23), in his book en Questionnaire Design~ Attitude Measureme:nt. A 
.. '1 
five_peint sea.le from strongly agree to strongly disagree was employed. 
It was dete;rmined that a high score weuld mean a positive attitude t© 
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the statements. Agreement with the statement using this scale, accord-
ing to Oppenheim .(23), would be indicated by a mean score of 4 or 
above. Since the true limits for the number 4 are 3.5 to 4.5 the level 
of 3.5 was established as the lower limit of agreement. 
The questiannaire was submitted to a panel of experts censisting 
of persons from Oklahoma and across the nation who were .actively en-
~aged in adult education. This panel of experts was selected by the· 
author, Dr. Robert R. Price, doctoial committee chairman and Dr. Lloyd 
L. Wiggins. doctoral committee member. Members of the panel were 
asked to respond to the questionnaire on a five point rating scale as 
to the suitability of each item and indicate any additions, deletions 
and/or suggestions for general refinement of the instrument. The 27 
panel members who responded from the initial list of 32 had a mean 
response to the 30 items of 4.42. According to the data presented in 
Table I, 88.65 per cent of the panel members agreed or strongly agreed 
that all thirty of the questionnaire items were suitable. The 30 items 
were analyzed independently and a cut off point of 3.50 on the five 
point rating scale was established. Any item obtaining a mean response 
of less than 3.50 was to be considered as unsatisfactory and was to be 
discarded. Items 6 and 15 were the only items to receive a mean of 
less than 4.00. Item 6 was 3.96 and item 15 was 3.81. Suggestions 
for improvement were incorporated into the instrument. The list of 27 
panel members who responded is reproduced as Appendix A. 
The refined questionnaire was then submitted for additional re-
finement and validation, to the chief administrators of the eight se-
lected area vocational~technical centers in Oklahoma. According to 





PANEL OF EXPERTS AND AREA SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS ASSESSMENT 
OF SUITABILITY OF THIRTY QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS 
Strongly -Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly 
Agree Disagree 
2 1 
N0. No. No. No. No. 
481 59.39 237 29.26 52 6.42 27 3.34 13 1.61 
128 58.33 ..21 37.91 16 h§1 2 0.83 ~ .!.:l..2 
609 58.00 328 31.24 68 6.48 29 2.77 16 1. 








er strengly agreed that the questionnaire items were suitable. Each 
item was again independently analyzed to determine if a.DY· fell belew 
the 3.50 cut off point that had been established previously. Items 6, 
26 an~ 27 were the only items to receive a rating of less than 4.0. 
The mean response for item,6 was 3.50, item 26 was 3.87 and item 27 
was 3.75. The directors alee had suggestions for improvement which 
were incerporated into the instrument. The list ef area scheol direc-
tors is repreduced in Appendix A. The refined questio:m.naire is re-
produced in Appendix B. 
A pilet study was done in one of the area schools in Oklahoma 
which was n0t involved in the study proper. This pilot study was us.ad 
to determine if the timing of the administration of the instrument had 
a.ey significant effect upon the respcmdents perceptions of adult teach-
er education needs. The pilot study population during the first week 
ef class consisted of the adult coordinator, the assistant coordinator, 
three teachers of adult T & I courses and 39 students who were en.rolled 
in adult T & I courses at the pilot school. The population for the 
tenth week was the same except for 3 less students. The questionnaires 
were administered during the first week ef class and again during the 
tenth week 0f class. The data collected by the questionnaires from 
the pilet _pepulatie:m. were analyz.ed with non-parametric statistics. 
The Chi-square test outlined by Siegel (28) was used to test f0r sign~ 
ificance ef difference (at the .05 level) in responses to perceptiens 
of adult vocational teaching behavior as held by the pilot group dur-
ing the first week of class and during the tenth week of class. 
The questionnaire was structured to obtain tlie student's, teach-
er's and coordinator's reaction on a rating scale to a list af 
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statements a.bout teaching and/or learning. A five point rating scale 
was used to determine the degree to which respondents viewed each 
statement as being an adult vocational teacher education need. 
The length of time required to complete the questionnaire by re-
ependents was of extreme importance since the questionnaires were ad-
ministered during class perieds. Another item .of extreme importance 
was the wording of the items on the questionnaire to ins-qre like in-
terpretations to the statements by the adult student who may or may 
net have CCi>mpleted high school, the coordinator whe had probably 
earned~ advanced degree and the teacher who was somewhE3re in-between. 
Analysis of the pilc>t group respon.ses is found in Table II. A 
cursory loek at the data indicates some difference as 83.41 per cent 
of the respondents agreed or strongly agreed with the questien:rua.ire 
items during the first week of class whez:eas, 86.85 per cent a.greed er 
strongly agreed with the questionnaire items during the tenth week of 
class. The chi-square was calculated to test for significance of dif-
ference. The chi-square value of 5 .• 36 with 4 degrees of freedom was 
found not significant at the .05 level. 
Characteristics of the participating students and teachers were 
obtained by submitting a check sheet of characteristics along with the 
questi0nnaires. The student characteristic check sheet and teacher 
characteris.tic check sheet a.re reproduced in Appendix c. However, 
this study did not attempt to group the students, teachers or coordi-
nators into any kind of socio-economic stratification. 
Description of the Population 
Three separate and distinct populations were used in this study. 
TABLE II 
SUMMARY OF RESPONSES OF TEE PILOT STUDY 
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These populations were drawn from the eight area vocational-technical 
centers in Oklahoma that had been in operation for two or more aca-
demic school years prior to the initiation of this study. 
The persons from each of the eight area schools who held the title 
of "Adult Coordinator" or who had been assigned the primary responsi-
bility f~r adult education in that school comprised population number 
1. A 100 per cent response was obtained from this population. 
The adult vocational teachers in the eight area schools who were 
involved in teaching adult T &.I pourses during the fall term of the 
1971 school year comprised population number 2. In this population 
70 teachers were surveyed. Each of the above mentioned teachers com-
pleted only one questionnaire even though some were teaching two or 
more sections of the same course. A 100 per cent response was obtained 
from this population. 
Persons who were enrolled at the eight area schools, during th~ 
fall term of the 1971-72 school year, in adult T & I courses comprised 
population ·number 3. Of the 1,141 questionnaires that were submitted 
865 completed questionnaires were returned which constituted 76 per 
cent of the adult T & I student population. The percentage of com-
pleted questionnaires ranged from a high of 89 per cent in one school 
to a low of 60 per cent in another school. 
Completion of the questionnaire was entirely voluntary on an in-
dividual basis. No attempt was made to include those persons in the 
study that were absent on the evening that the questionnaire was 
administered. 
The area vocational-technical centers that were used in this 
study are listed below in the order of their inception: 
l. Tulsa Area Vocational-Technical Center 
Tulsa, Oklahoma 
2. Oklahoma City Area Vocational-Technical Center 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
3. Southern Oklahoma Area Vocational-Technical Center 
Ardmore, Oklahoma 
4. Duncan Area Vocatfonal-Technical Center 
Duncan, Oklahoma 
5. O. T. Autry Area Vocational-Technical Center 
Enid, Oklahoma 
6. Tri-County Area Vocaticmal-Technical Center 
~artlesville, Oklahoma 
7. Caddo-Kiowa Area Vocational-Technical Center 
Ft. Cobb, Oklahoma 
8. Gordon Cooper Area Vocational-Technical Center . 
Shawnee, Oklahoma 
9. Central Area Vocational-Technical Center 
Drumright, Oklahoma (used in the pilot study only) 
Administering the Ques.tionnaire 
Those persons who drop out after enrolling in adult education 
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courses usually do so prior to the mid point of the course (35). To 
allow time for the enrollment in the adult education courses to stabi-
lize, the questionnaires were administered during the eighth to tenth 
week of class. Coordinators responsible for the various adult educa-
tion programs distributed the questionnaires to the teachers of the 
adult education courses under their supervision. The teachers were 
given instructions on responding to and administering the question-
naires to enrollees by their supervisor. 
Enrollees that were absent on the evening devoted to administering 
the queE1tionnaires were excluded from the study. No attempt was made 
to include those that were absent, when the questionnaire was 
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administered. 
The completed teacher questionnaire and enrollee questionnaires 
were placed in a. stamped self..!addressed envelope by the teacher and 
returned to the coordinator who mailed them along with his completed 
questiennaire to the investigator. The letter of instructions ta the 
ooordina..tors is. reproduced in Appendix D. 
Tabulation and Analyses. 
The. data collected by the comple.ted questionnaires were keypunched 
on cards .at the Oklahoma State University computer center. The tabu-
lation and computation of frequencies, percentages and mean scores 
to determine if there were any identifiable patterns of agreement 
between studentE;J, teachers and coordinators perceptions 0f effective 
adult vocational teaching behavior, were programmed and processed at 
the computer center. 
Analyses Procedures 
The data collected by the questionnaires were analyzed using fre-
quencies, percentages a.nd mean .scores to determine ,if responses te the 
questienna.ire items indicated an identifiable pattern of agreem~ntin 
' • r • • 
pe~ception. A five point rating scale was used to weight the re-
spanses. The investigators interpretation of these scores as estab-
lished by the questionnaire was: (5.00} st~opgly agree, (4.00) agree, 
(3.00) undecided, (2.00) disagree and (1.00) strongly disagree. A 
\ 
mean score of 3.50 or above .was considered by the author to indicate 
significant agreement l. of what the adult trade and industrial stu-
dents viewed as effective teaching behavior; 2. of what the adult 
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trade and industrial teachers viewed as effective teaching behavior; 
and, 3. of what the coordinators of adult vocational education in the 
area vocational-technical centers in Oklahoma that have been in opera-
tion for two or more academic school years viewed as effective teach-
ing behavior. These data are presented and analyzed in Chapter IV 
and summarized with recommendations for utilization and for futher 
study and investigation made in Chapter V. 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION OF DATA 
Introduction 
The purpose of this study was to identify those behavioral teach-
ing acts or patterns which characterize the effective teacher of adult 
vocational education. A thirty item questionnaire using a five point 
rating scale for each item was used to identify perceptions of adult 
vocational education students, adult vocational education teachers and 
coordinators of adult vocational education in the selected area voca-
tional-technical centers in Oklahoma. 
Data for this study were collected, in the previously mentioned 
vocational-technical centers during the eighth to tenth week of adult 
classes of the fall term of the 1971-72 school year, from coordinators 
of adult vocational education, adult T & I teachers and adult T & I 
students. Data were collected from eight coordinators of adult voca-
tional education, 70 adult T & I teachers and 865 adult T & I students 
by means of a structured questionnaire. The eight completed and re-
turned coordinator questionnaires constituted 100 per cent of those 
surveyed. The 70 completed and returned teacher questionnaires con-
stituted 100 per cent of the teachers that were surveyed. The 865 
student questicmnaires that were completed and returned constituted 
76 per cent of the adult T & I students that were enrolled in the 
eight schools that were surveyed. Although completion of the 
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questionnaire was completely voluntary on an individual basis the ma-
jor portion of those enrollees not included in this study were absent 
on the evening that the questionniares were administered as revealed 
by the coordinators of adult education in the eight area schools. Ten 
of the returned student questio:rli!3aires were only partially completed; 
these were not included in the compilation and analysis of data. 
Characteristics of Teachers and Students 
Characteristics of the 70 teachers included in this study as to 
teaching experience, education, age, membership in a trade organiza-
tion, werk experience and employment status are reported in Appendix 
C. Characteristics of the 865 students included in this study as to 
previous experience in adult education courses, level of formal edu-
cation attained, a.ge, source of income, sex, reason for enrolling and 
employment status are reported in Appendix c. 
Treatment of Data 
The treatment of data involved the use of frequency distributions, 
percentages and mean scores to determine if responses to the question-
naire items indicated an identifiable pattern of agreement at 3.5 or 
above on a five point rating scale of the perceptions of coordinators, 
~eachers and students. 
Frequency distributions, percentages and mean scores for each of 
the thirty items on the questionnaire were collated in individual tab-
ular form for purpose of analysis as to the respondent's rating of 
each item. Results of this tabulation will be found in Tables III 
through Table XX.XIII. The total responses received from coordinators, 
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teachers, a.nd students for each behavioral teaching act are presented 
in Tables III through XXXII. Respondents were asked to list, in the 
space provided on the questionnaire, any other perceptiens or ideas 
they might have cencerning the behavioral teaching acts or patterns 
which characterize the effective vocational teacher of adults. All of 
the comments from the respondents are recorded in Appendix E,. 
' 
Perceptions of Teacher Education Needs 
An analysis of the mean responses for each of the 30 question-
naire items by group reveals that the high mean response for any item 
by any group was 5.00. The low mean response for any item by any 
group was 3.71. There were no mean responses for any item by any 
group below the 3.50 cutoff point, nor were there any cumulative mean 
responses below the previously established cut off point. 
The analysis and presentation of data for each of the 30 question-
naire items by frequencies, percentages and means are presented here in 
tabular form. The most striking comparisens among and between groups 
are pointed out for each of the 30 items. 
Accepting and Respecting Each Student's Feelings and Ideas 
According to the data presented in Table III, 91.63 per cent of 
the coordinators, teachers and students agreed or strongly agreed that 
the effective vocati<mal teacher of adults carefully provides a learn-
ing environment characterized by accepting and respecting each students 
feelings and ideas. There was some disagreement, according to mean 
scores for each group, as to the relative importance of the item. The 
coordinators ranked the item as eighteenth in importance; whereas, the 






RESPONSE PATTERN TO THE STATEMENT, "THE EFFECTIVE VOCATIONAL TEACHER 
OF ADULTS CAREFULLY PROVIDES A LEARNING ENVIRONMENT CHARACTERIZED 
BY ACCEPTING AND RESPECTING EACH STUDENT'S FEELINGS AND.IDEAS" 
Total Number and Per Cent of Respcmdents b: 
Strongly 
Agree 




















10 1.16 -. 
11 1.1 











teachers and students ranked the item tenth. According to mean re-
sponses, however, the students and coordinators more strongly agreed 
with the statement than did teachers. This would indicate that voca-
tional teachers of adults are not as acutely aware of the importance 
of this item to effective teaching as are coordinators and students. 
Recegnizing and Accepting Learning Problems of Students Caused by 
Variation in Socio-Econ@mic Background 
The tabulation of responses concerning recognizing and accepting 
learning problems of students caused by variation in socio-economic 
background is presented in Table IV. According to these findings 87.07 
per cent of the coordinators, teachers and students agreed or strongly 
agreed that the effective teacher of adults should recognize and accept 
learning problems of students. It is reasonable to assume that if the 
teacher is trained to recognize and accept these problems he should 
also be trained in methods to most effectively teach persons with such 
problems. Coordinators ranked this item as nineteenth, teachers ranked 
it as twentieth and students ranked it as eighteenth. These data indi-
cate that there was .18 difference between the mean scores of the three 
respondent groups. 
Recognizing and Accepting Learning Problems of Students Caused by 
Varia.tien in Cultural and Ethnic Background 
As shown in Table V, 78.48 per cent of the three respondent greups 
a.greed or strongly agreed that the learning environment provided by the 
effective adult vocational teacher is characterized by recognizing and 
accepting learning problems of students caused by variation in cultural 
and ethnic background. Teachers and students rated this item as 
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twenty-sixth whereas coordinators rated it as twentieth. It would 
appear that teachers and students consider variation in cultural and 
ethnic background less of a problem than do coordinators. With a cumu-
lative mean response of 4.02 the three respondent groups agreed that 
in arder ta be effective the vocational teacher of adults should 
possess this characteristic. 
Recognizing and Accepting Learning Problems of Students Caused by 
Variations in Scholastic Ability and Attainment 
As observed in Table VI, there was a very high percentage of re-
sporidents fram the three groups who agreed or strongly agreed that the 
adult vocational teacher should recognize and accept learning problems 
of students caused by variation in scholastic ability and attainment. 
Coordinators and students rated the item higher than teachers; al-
though, the teachers had a higher mean response than students. In 
rating the item higher, I would assume that coordinators and students 
are more aware of the problems of students caused by variation in scho-
lastic ability and attainment than are teachers. Those charged with 
the responsibility for adult education programs should be careful to 
include methods for recognizing and dealing with variations in scho-
lastic ability and att.ainment of. students in any pre-service or in-
service prog~am for teachers of adult vocational education. 
Exhibit~ng Enthusiasm and Support for the Area in Which He is Teaching 
Exhibiting enthusiasm and support for the area in which he is 
teaching was rated as most important by all three respondent groups, 
as indi9ated in Table VII. Of the 943 total respondents, 890 agreed 
or strongly agreed that e~hibiting enthusiasm and support for the area 
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No. % No. % 
4 50.00 4 50.00 
27 38.47 38 54.29 
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in which he is teaching is indicative of the effective adult teacher. 
Enthusiasm is catching. The instructor should be sold on what he is 
doing. He should feel that his occupation or trade is the most impor-
tant thing in the world. 
It is extremely difficult for a craftsman who has worked at his 
trade for eight hours or one who has taught all day to exhibit the 
same enthusiasm and exuberance during that ninth hour as he did for 
the first hour. For this reason the adult educator should be aware 
of the importance placed on this item by the respondent groups. The 
instructor whose major responsibility is adult education would not 
have this problem to the same degree as the person who is "moonlight-
ing" as an adult teacher. 
Skillful Questioning of Each Individual to Determine Areas Where 
Addi ti,onal Help is N-eeded 
According to those findings presented in Table VIII, only 7.22 
per cent of the total respondents from the three groups disagreed or 
strongly disagreed with the s:tatement that the effective vocational 
teacher of adults should be skillful in questioning each individual 
to determine areas where additional help is needed. The response 
pattern to this item indicates that almost half of the total popula-
tion responded in the agree column of the scale. It is striking to 
note that although the respondent groups indicated fairly strong agree-
ment with the statement, they ranked it twenth-fourth in importance 
according . to. :thetcumu'i'~:f:i:Ve means. 
Encouragi96 Sharing of Ideas Among the Group Through Discussion Leading 
Item number 7 is cme of four it~ms, of the 30 used in the 
Item Ne. 6 
TABLE VIII 
RESPONSE PATTERN TO THE STATEMENT, "TEE EFFECTIVE VOCATIONAL TEACHER OF ADULTS PERFORMS 
THE TEACHING ACT BY EMPLOYING THE FOLLOWING TECHNIQUE: SKILLFUL QUESTIONING 
OF EACH INDIVIDUAL TO DEI'ERMINE AREAS WHERE ADDITIONAL HELP IS NEEDED" 
Total Number and Per Cent of Respondents b: 
Strongly 
Agree 




3 2 1 Totals 
Ne. % No. % 
C@erdinat0rs 4 50.00 3 37.50 
Teachers 25 35.71 37 52.86 
Students 302 34.91 ill .41.86 
TGtals 331 35.10 



















questionnaire on which the students achieved a higher mean response 
than did coordinators. Futher analysis of the data in Table IX 
revealed that the students and teachers gave the item a rank of seven-
teenth in importance; whereas, coordinators attached a rank of twenty-
eighth to the item. The rank that the item attained according to cum-
ulative mean, however, was seventeenth. The some what higher ranking 
given by students and teachers as compared to that given by coordina-
tors indicates that students and teachers place a higher value on 
"sharing of ideas" than do coordinators. The coordinators, seemingly, 
are trying to tell us that although, a certain amount of idea sharing 
is good, there are other things that are more important. 
Giving Demonstrations·of Skills and Procedures 
Analysis of responses in Table X indicates a striking agreemehi 
as to the importance of giving demonstrations of skills and procedures. 
Of the three respondent groups a total of 96.51 per cent agreed or 
strongly agreed with the statement. The range in ranking of this item 
by mean scores is from second place, which was given by the teachers, 
to sixth place, which was given by the coordinators. The rank of the 
item by cumulative mean places it third in importance. The clos,ness .. 
of .ranking by the three groups emphasizes the importance of this item 
as we recall the "laws of learning" where a very high percentage ef 
what is seen and heard is retained. Demonstrations present skills and 
procedures in a way that can be easily understood. They make clear 
what might otherwise be vague and meaningless. 
Providing Opportunity for Each Student to Practice Newly Acquired 
Skills 
TABLE IX 
RESPONSE PATTERN TO THE STATEMENT 1 "THE EFFECTIVE VOCATION,AL TEACHER OF ADULTS PERFORMS 
THE TEACHING ACT BY EMPLOYING THE FOLLOWING TECHNIQUE: ENCOURAGING 
Item No. 1 
SHARING OF IDEAS AMONG THE GROUP THROUGH DISCUSSION LEADING" 
Total Number and Per Cent of Resp@ndents b. 
Strongly 
Agree 




.3 2 1 Total,2. 
No. % No. 
Coordinaters 2 25.00 5 62.50 
Teachers 37 52.86 28 40.00 
Students ~ 40.23 .1Q2 41.28 
Totals 387 41.04 442 46.88 















Ne. No.:. Mean 
8 4.13 
10 4.43 
~. Q:..12 865 ~ 
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In observing the compilation of responses for item number 9 as 
recorded in Table XI, it is interesting to note that 94.92 per cent 
53 
of the respondents agreed or strongly agreed that time to practice 
newly acquired skills is very important to effective teaching. Teach-
ers perceived this item as being slightly. more ·important than did co-
ordinators and students. The teachers rated the item as third in 
importance; whereas, coordinators and students rai;ed it as fourth. 
Item number 9, according to the cumulative means, is only 00032 
below item number 8. This closeness in the ratillgSi tf these t.we 
items emphasizes the importance of following a deme)nstration with a. 
practice session. This also reemphasizes the four Herbartian steps 
0f teaching; namely, "Preparation, Presentation, Application 1µ1d 
Testing." 
Securing the Services of Resource Persons and Experts in The Field 
Findings in Table XII depicting the responses concerning securing 
the services of resource persons and experts in the field, reveal that 
only 3.40 per cent of the respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed 
with the statement; however, the overall ranking of the item lists it 
as twenty-first in importance. Coordinators tended to attribute more 
importance to the use of resource persons and ex.perts than did teach-
ers and students, as they ranked item number 10 as seventh in imp0r-
tance; whereas, students ranked it twentieth and teachers ranked it 
twenty-first. Pel"haps the teachers and students per.ceive the teacher 
as being the expert to a greater extent than do the coordinators. 
Maintains An Open Mind Concerning The Ideas and Opinion, ef Students 
Item Ne. 
TABLE XI 
RESPONSE PATTERN TO THE STATEMENT, "THE EFFECTIVE VOCATIONAL TEACHER OF ADULTS PERFORMS 
THE TEACHING ACT BY EMPLOYING THE FOLLOWING TECHNIQUE: PROVIDING 
OPPORTUNITY FOR EACH STUDENT TO PRACTICE NEWLY ACQUIRED SKILLS" 
Total Number and Per Cent of Respondents b: 
Strongly 
Agree 




_3 2 l Totals 
Noe % No. -
Coordinators 6 75.00 2 
Teachers 47 67.14 22 
Students 222 58.84 ~ 
Totals 562 59.60 333 



















Item N@. 10 
TABLE XII 
RESPONSE PATTERN TO THE STATEMENT, "THE EFFECTIVE VOCATIONAL TEACHER OF ADULTS PERFORMS 
TEE TEACHING ACT BY EMPLOYING THE FOLLOWING TECHNIQUES: SECURING THE 
SERVICES OF RESOURCE PERSONS AND EXPERTS IN THE FIELD'' 
Total Number and Per Cent of Respondents b. 
Strongly 
Agree 



































Less than two per cent of the re~pondents disagreed or strongly 
disagreed with this item as Table XII1 illustrates. The T & I teach-
ers indicated by their responses that they perceived the maintenance 
ef an epen mind as fourth in importance of the thirty items on the 
questionnaire. The coordinator group rated the item as twenty-fourth 
in importance. This would se.em to imply that coordinators view the 
role of the adult vocational teacher as being somewhat dogmatic. Con-
trary to what one might think: the adult students ranked open minded-
ness in seventh place just slightly below the teacher ranking. A 
higher percentage of respondents (94.92 per cent) agreed or strongly 
agreed with this item than with any other item. 
Aveids Sarcastic and Deregatory Responses to Members of the Group 
One would not necessarily expect students to disagree with this 
statement. However, the analysis of findings presented in Table XIV 
i~dicates that 36 of the 865 student respondents perceived that sar-
castic and derogatory responses to members of the group should not be 
avoided. The relative importance of the item as perceived by the 
three respondent groups is readily seen in the way they ranked the 
item. Coordinators ranked it second in importance; teachers ranked 
it seventh; and students assigned it to eleventh place. 
Readily Adjusts and Adapts to New and Different Situations 
According to Table XV, 92.27 per cent of the total respondents 
agreed or strongly agreed that the effective v-0cational adult teacher 
readily adjusts and adapts to new and different situations, even 
though"the cumulative mean ranking for the item was thirteenth. 
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Teachers and students, according to group mean scores, tended to agree 
more closely as to the relative importance of the item than did the 
coordinators. Students ranked the item as thirteenth and teachers as 
eleventh; whereas, coordinators perceived the item as being twenty-
second in importance. 
Expressess Himself Fluently and in Clear, Concise Terms 
Findings presented in Table XVI disclosed that teachers tend to 
pia.ce more emphasis on being able to express themselves fluently and 
in clear concise terms than do students or' coordinators. It is inter-
esting to note that only .96 per cent of the respondents disagreed or 
strongly disagreed with this statement. This was the lowest percent-
age of disagreement recorded for any item. This item was one of only 
three items that students rated higher than did teachers or coordina-
tors. Students perceived the item as being sixth in importance, 
teachers eighth and coordinat0rs twenty-thir,~. This i tern als® had 
the highest percentage of respondents agreeing or strongly agreeing, 
which accounted for 95.56 per cent of the respondents in the three 
groups. 
Maintains Good Professtonal Image in Terms of Grooming 
In analyzing the compilation af responses found in Table XVII 
concerning maintaining a good professional image in terms af grooming, 
one readily observes that student responses to this item indicate less 
agreement to the statement than that which is observed for coordinators 
or teachers. The coordinators, with a mean rank of twenty-fifth, were 
lowest of the three gro~ps. Teachers ranked tne item ninth and 
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students ranked it twenty-first. 
Empleys Methods and Techniques of Effective Planning and Implementation 
Accordi:ng to the data presented in Table XVIII, only 1.38 per cent 
of the respondents disagreed or stromgiy disagreed with the statement 
that the effective vopationa.l teacher of adults employs methods and 
techniques of effective pl~nning and implementation. It is striking 
to note that, although, the coordinators agreed very strongly with the 
statement they rated it as less important, in relation to the rating 
given it by ~tudents and teachers. Item number 16 was one of three 
items on which students bestowed a higher rating than did coordinators 
and teachers. The rank for the item accor4ing to cumulative means 
was ninth. Although the respondent groups .recorded a mean response 
of 4.35 for this item they perceived eight other items as being of 
greater importance. 
Accents Learning by the Use of Audio-Visual Equipment 
Surprisingly, the students did not agree with the use of audio-
visual equipment as stromgly as coordinators and teachers did. The 
coordinator group ranked th~ item as thirteenth which was considerably 
higher than the twenty-second and twenty~third ranking which was given 
I 
by teachers and students. The data as recorded in Table XIX revealed 
that students perceived 22 of the 30 items as more important than the 
use of audio-visual equipment in the instructional program. Coordi-
na.tors perceived that 12 of the items were more important. 
Encourages Desirable Work Ha.bits Through the Use of Assisnrnent Sheets, 
Job Sheets and QPeratio~ Sheets 






RESPONSE PATTERN TO THE STATEMENT, "THE EFFECTIVE VOCATIONAL TEACHER OF ADULTS 
ADDS FORCE TO HIS TEACHING BY EMPLOYING THE FOLLOWING TEACHING 
AND/OR LEARNING AIDS: EMPLOYS METHODS . AND TECHNIQUES 
OF EFFECTIVE PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION" 
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RESPONSE PATTERN TO THE STATEMENT, "THE EFFECTIVE VOCATIONAL TEACHER OF 
ADULTS ADDS FORCE TO HIS TEACHING BY EMPLOYING THE FOLLOWING 
TEACHING AND/OR LEARNING AIDS: ACCENTS LEARNING 
BY THE USE OF ATJDIO-VISUAL EQUIPMENT" 
Item Ne. l..i...~~~~~~~~ ........ ~~~~~~~~~~ 














































Only three items separate the rankings of the respondent groups 
on this item as determined from the data reported in Table XX, The 
rank of twenty-ninth for this item indicates that the respondent groups 
perceived only one item as being less important than item number 18. 
It is striking to note the low rank assigned to this item by coordi-
nators. The low ranking by teachers and students could possibly be 
attributed to a lack of knowledge concerning these aids and their use. 
Coordinators, on the other hand, should be well aware of assignment 
sheets, job sheets and operation sheets and they should be experienced 
in the use @f them; howe_ver, they indicated that 25 of the 30 items 
were of greater importance. 
Helps the Student Apply New Knowledge and Skills to Past Experience 
As indicated by data presented in Table .XXI, only 1.71 per cent 
of the respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed with the statement 
concerning helping the student apply new knowledge and skills to past 
experience. Coordinators ranked this item eighth in importance, stu-
dents ranked it twelfth and teache·rs sixteenth. 
Gears the Presentation to the Levels of Experience of the Group 
Analysis of the responses given by coordinators, teachers and 
students to i tern number 20 are recorded in Table XXII. Th~§~---'?.:~~~--. 
revealed that coordinators perceived this item of equal importance to 
item number 19. Teachers are faced with the perplexing problem of 
gearing the presentation to the wide range of levels of the group; 
therefore, it is imperative that they should receive. i~struction and 
training in methods of determining the level of experience of the 






RESPONSE PATTERN TO THE STATEMENT, "THE EFFECTIVE VOCATION.AL TEACHER OF ADULTS 
ADDS FORCE TO HIS TEACHING BY EMPLOYING THE FOLLOWING TEACHING AND/OR 
LEARNING AIDS: ENCOURAGES DESIRABLE WORK HABITS THROUGH. THE- USE_ . 
OF ASSIGNMENT SHEliil'S, JOB SHDl'S m·oPERATION SHEBil"S" 
Tetal Number and Per Cent ef Res~o:ndem.ts b 
Strongly Agree Undecided Disagree Stre:ngly 
Agree Disagree 
5 4 l 2 1 
Ne. ,,, Ne. ,,, No. ,,, Ne. " Ne. 
,,, 
3 37.50 4 50.00 1 12.50 
20 28.57 33 47.14 13 18.57 3 4.29 1 1.43 
223 25.81 400 46.30 165 . 19.10 24 6.25 _gg £:.22 
-246 26.12 43L_ _ 4§__J__9_ · 179 19.01 57 6.05 23 2.45 
Cumulative Meam = 3.88 












Item Ne. 19 





RESPONSE PATTERN TO THE STATEMENT, 11THE EFFECTIVE VOCATIONAL TEACHER OF ADULTS 
ADDS FORCE TO HIS TEACHING BY EMPLOYING THE FOLLOWING TEACHING AND/OR 
LEARNING AIDS: HELPS THE STUDENT APPLY NEW 
KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS TO PAST EXPERIENCE" 















































RESPONSE PATTERN TO THE STATEMENT, "THE EFFECTIVE VOCATIONAL TEACHER OF ADULTS 
ADDS FORCE TO HIS TEACHING BY EMPLOYING THE FOLLOWING TEACHING ABD/OR 
LEARNING AIDS: GEARS THE PRESENTATION TO THE 
LEVELS OF EXPERIENCE OF THE GROUP" 









































individual student and in methods of presentation to effectively reach 
various levels. The investigator was inclined to think that the 103 
responses recerded for the student group of 3.00 or below were from 
those individuals who are impatient to hurry on. 
Analyzes the Trade or Occupation for Teaching Content 
Findings presented in Table XXIII disclosed that only 1.59 per 
cent 0f the respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed that the 
effective adult vocational teacher s~ould be able to analyze his trade 
or occupation for. teaching content. The ranking of this item by group 
means indicates a relative cleseness in agreement as to the relative 
imp0rta.nce of occupa.tienal analysis. ·· The ceordinators ranked the i tern 
as fourteenth in importance, students sixteenth and teachers eigh-
teenth. This low ranking by teachers could be attributed to their 
lack of knowledge concerning occupational analysis • 
. Follews Accepted and Approved Work Standards of the Industry 
A study of the responses for item number 22 (Table XXIV) reveals 
that teachers and students agree as to the relative importance of 
following accepted and approved work standards of industry. This 
agreement is indicated by the mutual rank of fourteenth assigned to 
the item by both groups. The coordinators, however, perceived that 
only nine of the 3o·items were of greater importance to the effective-
ness of the adult vocational teacher than following aocepted and 
approved work standards of industry. 
Teaches, Practices and Enforces Preventive Shop Safety Procedures 






RESPONSE PATTERN TO THE STATEMENT, "THE EFFECTIVE VOCATIONAL TEACHER OF ADULTS 
PERFORMS THE FOLLOWING TASKS CONCERNING THE OCCUPATION HE IS TEACHING: 
ANALYZES THE TRADE OR OCCUPATION FOR TEACHING CONTENT" 




































Cumulative Mean= 4.26 
Tetals 
Ne. Mean 













RESPONSE PATTERN TO THE STATEMENT, "THE EFFECTIVE VOCATIONAL TEACHER OF ADULTS 
PERFORMS T~ FOLLOWING TASKS CONCERNING THE OCCUPATION HE IS TEACHING: 
FOLLOWS ACCEPTED AND APPROVED WORK STANDARDS OF THE INDUSTRY" 
















































Analysis of responses in Table XXV revealed that only 1.17 per 
cent of the respondents disagreed @r strongly disagreed with teaching, 
practicing and enforcing preventive shop safety procedures. Item ·l'lUlll-
b~r 14, which de~lt with expressing himself fluently and in clear con-
oise teI'J'Ds was the only one of the 30 items to have a lower percentage 
of disagreement than shop safety. Students ranked the item as second 
in impertoce; whereas, teachers and oo•rdina.t0rs agreed on a fifth 
place positien. The ranking by cumulative means for item.number 23 
placed it second in importance. Item number 23, with 66.60 per cent 
strongly agreeing, earned the distinction of having the second highest 
percentage of re.spcmdents in strohg agreement. The only i tern to have 
·,. 
a higher percentage was item number 5. 
Possesses Proficiency in the Op~ration or Manipulation of the Tools of 
the Trade. 
Those data which are compiled in Table XXVI reveal that a prepon-
deranoe of the respondents in this study perceived that the effective 
ad.ult vocational teacher sheuld poss·ess proficiency in the operation 
er manipu,lation of the to-els of the trade. The bw percentage of re-
.' 
sponses in the disagree and strongly disagree columns (1.59 per cent) 
and the high percentage of responses in the agree and strongly agree 
celumns (93.54 per cent) is an indicator of the ~elative impertance 
attributed to this item. Only three items sepia.rated the rankings af 
the three groups. The rank by cumulative means for item number 24 
listed only four items as more important. 
Teaches arui Performs Preventive and/or Routine Equipment Maintem.ance 
According to the data presented in Table XXVII only 1.39 per cent 
TABLE XXV 
RESPONSE PATTERN' TO THE STATEMENT, "THE EFFECTIVE VOCATIONAL TEACHER OF ADULTS 
PERFORMS THE FOLLOWING TASKS CONCERNING THE OCCUPA'l'ION BE IS TEACHI.NG: 
TEA.CHES, PRA;CTICES AND ENFORCES PREVENTIVE SHOP SAFETY PROCEDURES" 
Item Ne. 2:.,,!_~~~~~~~~~~~~~--
















































RESPONSE PATTERN TO THE STATEMENT, "THE EFFECTIVE VOCATIONAL TEACHER 
OF ADULTS PERFORMS THE FOLLOWING TASKS CONCERNING THE OCCUPATION 
HE IS TEACHING: POSSESSES PROFICIENCY IN THE OPERATION 
OR MANIPULATION OF THE TOOLS OF THE TRADE" 
'~''ij· 
Total Number and Per Cent ef Respendents b: 
Strongly 
Agree 








































RESPONSE PATTERN TO THE STATEMENT, "THE EFFECTIVE VOCATIONAL TEACHER 
OF ADULTS PERFORMS THE FOLLOWING TASKS CONCERNING THE OCCUPATION 
HE ·rs TEACHING: TEACHES AND PERFORMS PREVENTIVE 
AND/OR ROUTINE EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCEt1 

































of the respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed with teachi~ and 
performing preventive and/or routine equipment maintenance. Although 
their mean response was lower than that of coordinators and teachers, 
the students ranked the item as eighth in importance; whereas:, ooordi-
nators and teachers concu~red on a ranking of fifteenth. It is strik-
ing to note that students achieved a higher ranking on this item than 
did coordinators. This could be attributed to the fact that in most 
cases coordinators of adult education are not charged with the respons-
ibility for equipment. 
Invelves the Students in a. Mutual Process e>f FC>rmulating Learning. 
Objectives 
Data concerning the involvement of students in a mutual process 
of formulating learning objectives are presented in Table XXVIII. The 
ranking of this item according to cumulative means places it twenty-
second in importance of the 30 items. Although, all of the respondent 
groups perceived that student involvement was necessary for effective 
teaching, they indicated by a ranking of cumulative means that 21 of 
the 30 items were more important. 
Involves Students in Developing Acceptable Methods for Measuring 
Student Progress 
From thase data., presented in Table XX:IX, it was detected that 
there was @nly <me i tern difference in the ranking of i tern number 27 
by the three respondent groups. The rank assigned to this item by the 
coordinators was 27; whereas, the teachers and students assigned a 
? 
r~pk of twenty-eighth to the item. The rank for the item by cumula~ 
tive means indicated that only 2 items were perceived of less 






RESPONSE PATTERN TO THE STATEMENT, "THE EFFECTIVE VOCATIONAL TEACHER 
OF ADULTS CONSCIENTIOUSLY EMPLOYS THE FOLLOWING OBJECTIVE 
EVALUATION ME'l'HODS: INVOLVES THE STUDENTS IN A MUTUAL 
PROCESS OF FORMULATING LEARNING OBJECTIVES" 
Tetal Number alld Per Cent of Respendenta by Hesponse Gatege~ 
Stru.1gly Agree Undecided Disagree Str•:ngly 
· Agree Disagree 
2 l 
Ne. 'I, No. rt, No. rt, Ne. Ne. 
4 50.00 4 50.00 
30 42.86 37 52.86 2 2.86 l l.43 
£22 34.57 ~ 52.49 .91 10.52 .u 1.50 8 0.92 
333 35.32 495 52.50 93 9.81 14 1.49 8 .8"5 






I 943 4.20 
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RESPONSE PATTERN TO THE STATEMENT, "THE EFFECTIVE VOCATIONAL TEACHER 
OF ADULTS CONSCIENTIOUSLY EMPLOYS THE FOLLOWING OBJECTIVE 
EVALUATION Ml!Il'HODS: INVOLVES STUDENTS IN DEVELOPING 
ACCEPrABLE MEI.1HODS FOR MEASURING STUDENT PROGRESS" 
T@tal Number and Per Cent ef Respendents by . .ttesponse i;ateger: 
Strongly Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly 
Agree Disagree 
5 4 3 2 1 
Ne. 1, Ne. % No. % Ne. % NG>. "' 
2 25.00 6 75.00 
21 30.00 39 55.71 1 10.00 3 4.29 
228 26.36 ill 49.13 151 17.46 ~ 5.66 g 1:12 
251 26.62 470 49.84 158 16.76 52 5.52 12 1.28 










importance by the respondent groups. 
Helps Students to see the Gap Between.What the Student Would Like to 
be and What He is 
Analysis of the responses recorded in Table XXX indicates that 
ceordina.tors perceived this item as being of greater relative imper-
tance than did teachers and students. Coordinators perceived that 
only 16 @f the 30 items were of greater importance. Students and 
teachers, however, perceived 26 of the 30 items to be of greater im-
p,rtance. The over all ranking by the three groups for this item was 
twenty-seventh. 
Maintains an Accurate Chart Indicating, Student Progress 
Data concerning responses to item number 29 are recorded in Table 
XXXI. According to this data it is noted that the maintenance of an 
accurate progress chart is indicative of the effective adult vocat.iona.l 
teacher. However, the data also reveals that 29 of the 30 items pre-
sented in this study were perceived to be of greater importance than 
the maintenance of an accurate progress chart. 
Pre12ares and Administers Examinations That are Fair and Accurate in 
A:p:praising Student Progress 
In analyzing the findings recorded in Table XX.XII, it was observed 
that coordinators perceived the preparation and administration of ex-
aminations as less important than did teachers or students. The co-
ordinator group perceived this item as being least important of the 
30 items on the questionnaire. Students perceived that 24 items were 
more important and teachers perceived 23 items to be more important. 






RESPONSE PA'l"l'ERN TO THE STATEMENT, "THE EFFECTIVE VOCATIONAL TEACHER OF 
ADULTS CONSCIENTIOUSLY EMPLOYS THE FOLLOWING OBJECTIVE EVALUATION 
METHODS: HELPS STUDENTS TO SEE THE GAP BETWEEN WHAT 
THE STUDENT WOULD LIKE TO BE AND WHAT.HE IS" 
Tetal Number am.d Per Ceat ef Respondents b~ £ 53 ¥ 
Stre:ngly Agree Un.decided Disagree Stremgly 
Agree Disagree 
2 1 
Ne. % No. % Ne .. Ne. Ne. 
5 62.50 2 25.00 1 12.50 
20 28.57 44 62.86 3 4.29 3 4.29 
267 J0.87 ~ 43.76 1M 16.65 21. .2.:.22 .!2 2.20 
292 30.97 424. 44.97 148 15.70 60 6.37 19 2.02 









RESPONSE PATTERN TO THE STATEMENT, "THE EFFECTIVE VOCATIONAL TEACHER OF ADULTS 
CONSCIENTIOUSLY.EMPLOYS THE FOLLOWING OBJECTIVE EVALUATION METHODS: 
MAINTAINS AN ACCURATE CHART INDICATING STUDENT PROGRESS" 
Item Ne. 2""'"9 __ _ 
Tetal Number amd Per Cent ef Respemdemts by Hespemse catege~ 
Strongly Agree Un.decided Disagree Str•ngly 
Agree Disagree 
2 1 
Ne. % No. % No. % Ne. % Ne. % 
Ceerdin.a.hrs 1 12.50 6 75.00 1 12.50 
Teachers 19 27.14 30 42.86 17 24.29 2 2.86 2 2.86 
Students 12.l 22.31 366 42.31 200 23.12 11 8.32 ~ ~ 
Tetals 213 22.59 402 42.63 217 23.02 75 7.96 36 3.82 

















RESPONSE PATTERN TO THE STATEMENT, "THE EFFECTIVE VOCATIONAL TEACHER OF ADULTS. 
CONSCIENTIOUSLY EMPLOYS THE FOLLOWING OBJECTIVE EVALUATION METHODS: 
PREPARES AND ADIINSTERS EµMINATIONSTHAT ARE FAIR 
AND ACCURATE IN APPRAISING STUDENT PROGRESS" 












































Preparing and administering examinations was ranked twenty-fifth 
according to cumulative means. 
Summary of Responses 
84 
The compilation of mean,:responses of the three respondent gr0ups 
for each of the 30 questionnaire items are presented in decending rank 
order in Table XXXIII. This table indicates the relative importance 
of each ite~ as perceived by the respondent groups. 
The cumulative mean response referred to is the arithmetic mean 
and was used in Table XXXIII to rank the 30 items as to their relative 
importance. For ranking purposes the means in Table XXXIII are re-
ported to four decimal places; whereas, in Table III through XXXII they 
were rounded back to two places. 
There was a noticable tendency by the coordinator group to rank 
items higher, by mean scores, than either the teacher or the student 
groups. Teachers generally ranked the items higher than students. 
Coordinators assigned a higher rank to 16 of the 30 questiennaire 
items than that which was assigned by teachers or students. Teachers 
assigned a higher rank than coordinators or students to eight of the 
questic>nnaire i terns. Students assigned a ·higher rank than teachers 
or coordinators to five of the questionnaire items. Item number 5 
.received the same ranking by all groups. 
The coordinator group had the highest mean response for any of 
the three groups with a 5.00 for item number 5. The student group 
exhibited the lowest mean response for any group with a mean of 3.7073 
for item number 29. 
An interesting observation is that there was a range of 1.2781 
Grout> Tetals 
Cumulative Item 
Rank Mean No. 
l 4.5883 5 
2 4.5427 23 
3 4.5332 8 
4 4.5300 9 
5 4.4802 24 
6 4.4558 14 
7 4.3932 ll 
TABLE XXXIII 
COMPILATION OF MEAN RESPONSES AND 
RANK ORDER BY RESPONDENT GROUP 
------- ---- --M, R, - ----.d Rank by G - - --r--
Ceerdin.a tors . Teachers 
Rank Mean Rank Mea:m 




Exhibiting Enthusiasm and Supp0rt for the Area in Which He is Tea~hing 
5 4.7500 5 4.6428 2 - 4.5328 
Teaches, Practices and Enferces Preventive Shep Safety Precedures 
6 4.6250 2 4.6571 3 4.5223 
Giving Demenstrations ef Skills ~nd Pr•cedures 
4 4.7500 3 4.6571 4 4.5177 
Previding Opportunity fer Each Student t® Practice Newly Acquired Skills 
3 4.8750 6 4.6428 5 4.4634 
Pessesses Preficiency in the Opera.tien erManipulatien ef the T0els 
Gf the Trade 
23 4.3750 8 4.5857 6 4.4460 
Expresses Himself Fluently and in Clear, Cencise Term.s 
24 4.2500 4 4.6571 7 4.3732 





Rank Meali No. 
8 4.3762 25 
9 4.3487 16 
c 
10 4.3444 1 
11 4.3423 12 
-1.2 4.3190 L9 
13 4.3148 13 
14 4.2978 22 
15 4.2617 21 
TABLE XXXIII Cen.tim.ued · 
Mi R, .d Rank by G 
Ceerdi:na.ters Teachers Stude:ats 
' 
Rank Mean Rank Mean Ramk Mean 
15 4.5000 15 4.5000 8 4.3651 
Teaches and Perf0rms Preventive and/@r Reutine·Equipment Itlaimtena.mce 
12 4.5000 13 4.5413 9 . 4.3339 
Emplays Methods and Techniques 0f Effective Pla:mning and I01pleme11.1.ta:tien 
18 4.3750 10 4.5428 10 4.3281 
Accepting and Respecting Each Students Feelings and Ideas 
2 4.8750 1 4.6284 11 4.3143 
Av0ids Sarcastic and Derogatory Respenses to Members 0f the Group 
8 4.6250 16 4.4571 12 4.3050 
Helps the Student Apply New Knowledge and Skills to Past Experienee 
22 4. 3750 ., 11 4~5428 13 4.2958 
Readily Adjusts and Adapts t@ New and Different Situatiens 
10 4.6250 14 4.5000 14 4.2784 
F0llows Accepted and Appreved Werk Standards 0f the Industry 
·14 4~5000 18 4.3857 16 4.2495 




Rank Meu N•. 
16 4.2554 4 
17 4.2490 1 
18 4.2299 20 
19 4.2161 2 
20 4.2140 15 
21 4.2013 10 
22 4.1992 26 
TABLE :XXXIII C•ntinued 
-Mean R, .d Rank by G 
Ce•rdi:ma.ters .Teachers Students 
R~ Mean Ruk Mean Ral!lk: Mean 
11 4.5000 23 4.3000 15 4.2495 
Rec~izing and Accepting Learning Prsblems ef Students Caused by 
Variatie:m in Schelastic Ability a:rad Attainment 
28 4.1250 17 4.4286 17 4.2356 
Enc@uraging Sharing sf Ideas Among the Greup Threugh Discus~i•:ra Leading 
.. 
9 4.6250 12 4.5428 19 4.2010 
Gears the Presentatien t• the Levels ef Experience of. the Group 
19 4.3750 20 4.3571 18 4.2033 
Rec0gnizing and Accepting Learning Prsblems ef Students Caused by 
Variation in S•cie-Ecenemic Backgr@wad 
25 4.2500 9 4.5714 21 4.1848 
Maintains G00d Pr•fessienal Image in Terms ef Greeming 
1 4.6250 21 4.3571 20 4.1848 
Securing the Service~ ef Reseurce Persens and Experts in the.Field 
16 4.5000 . 19 4.3714 22 4.1825 





Ra.Dk Mean. Ne. 
23 4.1557 17 
24 4.0984 6 
25 4.0581 30 
26 4.0221 3 
27 3.9648 28 
" 
28 3.9499 27 
TABLE XX.XIII Centi~ued 
.. 
Mi R, -- - -- - - ----.d Rank by G - -- -
C•erdiJUiters :Teachers Stude19.ts 
Rank Mean Rank Mean Ruk Mean 
13 4.5©00 22 4.3571 23 4.1362 
.Accen.t.s Learlling b;y the Use ef Audie ... Visua.l Equipment 
21 4.3750 25 4.2286 24 4.0853 
Skillful Questiening ef Each Individual to Detel.'mine Areas Where 
Additional Help is Needed 
30 3.7500 24 4.2571 25 4.0449 
Prepares an.d Administers Examinatiens that are Fair amd Accurate in 
Appraising Student Pregress 
20 4-3750 26 4.1571 26 4.0079 
Rec0gniziiag and Accepting Learning Pr•blems ef Students Caused by 
Variatien in Cultural and Ethnic (Minority Greup) Backgr0u.nd 
17 4.5000 27 4.1571 27 3.9443 
Helps Students t0 See the Gap Between What the Student W@uld Like t$ 
Be and What He Is 
27 4.2500 28 
I 
4.1143 28 3.9339 
Involves Students in Developing Acceptable Me~h•ds f@r Measuriiag 















TABLE .XXXIII C•ntinued 
Mean Respenses and Ramk by Greup 
Ceerdinaters Teachers Stude11tts 
Rank Mean Ramk Mean. Rank Mean. 
26 4.2500 29 3.9714 29 3.8655 
Enceurages Desirable Werk Habits Threugh 
Job Sheets a.r.i.d Operatbn Sheets 
the Use ef Assignment Sheets, 
29 3.8750 30 3.8857 30 3.7073 
Maintain2 an Accurate Cha.rt ImdicatiNg Student Progress 
(X) 
\.0 
in mean scores fGr the coordinater greup, a range of .8429 fer the 
teacher gr0up and a range of .8659 for the student group. This range 
in mean scares is a direct indication of the relative importa•ee that 
the greups placed en ea.ch ;item. The range of cumulative means fer the 
three groups was frem 4.5883 te 3.7219 which leaves a differance be-
tween the high and low mean scores of .8664. This .8664 difference 
in cumulative means for the 30 questionnaire items is an accumulation 
of small differences between items. None of the items attained iden-
tical cumulative means. The average difference between items according 
to cumulative means was .0299. 
There was a considerable difference in ranking between and among 
the respondent greups 0n eight ~f the questiermaire items. Alth@ugh, 
the differences among the groups as to the ranking of items accordiEg 
te relative importance is considerable for these items, the reasen fer 
those differences can only be speculative. Attenti0n is called here 
to these items for which a striking disagreement as to the relative 
importance by groups was recorded. 
Ranking by groups of the statement concerning recegnizing and 
accepting learnillg problems of students caused by variation in scho-
lastic ability and attainment ranged frG1m twenty-third to eleventh. 
By rat.ing item number 4 higher, the investigator assumes that ceordina-
tors and studehts were more acutely aware of problems caused by va.r-
ia.tion in scholastic ability and attainment. The low rating of the 
item by teachers could be attributed to the lack of formal instruction 
in teaching methods as was indicated by 32 of the 70 teachers. 
The difference in ranking of item number 7 would indicate that 
teachers and students perceived the sharing of ideas through discussion 
91 
leading to be considerably more important than coordinators. All 
groups a.greed that the item was important to effective teaching; how-
ever, the coordinators indicated that 27 of the items were ef greater 
importance. Teachers and students a.greed that only 16 of the items 
were of greater importance •. · 
In ranking item number 10, c©ncerning the use of resource persons, 
lower th.µi coerdinat0rs, perhaps the teachers and students are indi-
cating that they perceive the teacher as being the expert to a greater 
extent than coordinators. 
A speculation concerning the low rank of twenty-fourth by coordi-
naters for item number 11 as compared to the rank of fourth for teach-
ers is that the coordinators perceived the role of the teacher as being 
somewhat closed minded concerning ideas and opinions of students. Or 
perhaps they were just indicating that 23 of the items are of greater 
importance. 
Surprisingly, students ranked item number 12, concerning avoiding 
sarcastic and derogatory remarks, lower than teachers or coordinators. 
The high second place rating by the coordinators could be an indica-
tion of their awareness of public relations; whereas, the students, in 
rating the item eleventh, tended to indicate that they would be will-
ing to tQlerate a certain amount of abuse if they received the instru¢-
tion needed for employment. 
Coordinators, in assessing the relative importance of item number 
14, perceived that 22 of the 30 items were of greater importance than 
the ability of the teacher to express himself fluently and in clear, 
concise terms. The teachers and students, however, indicated by their 
eighth and sixth place rankings that much of the knowledge and 
92 
expertness of the teacher is lost if he is unable to present the ma-
terial to the class in understandable form. 
The statement "maintain$ good professional image in terms of groom-
ing," was ranked c<imsidera.bly higher by teachers than by coordinators 
or students. This is indicative of a self consciousness on the part 
of the teacher concerning image. One student summed it up by saying, 
"As long as a teacher helps a student learn a skill or trade it 
weuld.n't make any difference whether he wore his hair long @r had a 
mustache. As long as he used geod manners and didn't use profane 
language in class." 
The importance of the use of audio-visual equipment has been 
debated, more pro than con, for many years. Perhaps, as indicated by 
responses to item number 17, the use of audio-visual equipment has 
been abused. Perhaps students and teachers are telling us that the 
use of audio-visual equipment, important as it might be to accent in-
struction, will not replace the well prepared teacher. 
CHAPI'ER V 
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary of Findings 
Legislation in recent years, particularly the Vocational Educa~ 
tion Act of 1963, as ammended in 1968, and the Educational Professiens 
Pevelopment Act of 1967, reaffirms the national commitment to make 
higher quality vocational education available to a larger group of per-
sons (32). As a result of the recent phenomenal growth in adult voca-
tional education, ma.rzy persons have been thrust into the teaching role 
who would not otherwise have become teachers. There are also those 
vocational education teachers at the secondary level who choose for 
various reasons to enter the realm of adult teaching. Often it can be 
recognized that neither the skil~ed craftsman from industry nor the 
secondary vocational teacher are adequately prepared for their new 
role as an adult educator. 
This study was undertaken in an endeavor to augment the process 
of providing a higher quality adult vocational education program. An 
attempt was made to identify those behavioral teaching acts that the 
teacher of adult vocational education should practice or perform to be 
an effective adult vocational teacher. To facilitate this identifica-
tion process a questionnaire was structured to obtain responses on a 
five point rating scale as to the degree that respondents ~erceived 
the item to be an adult vocational teacher education need. The 30 
93 
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items included in the questionnaire are not an exhaustive list of the 
teaching and/or learning behaviors of adult vocational teachers. Other 
behavioral perceptions may be of equal importance in a study ef this 
nature. The ones selected for this study, however, were ones believed 
to be most relevant to adult education by a panel of experts and by 
the chief administrators of the area vocational schools in Oklahoma. 
This thesis is a summarization of the findings obtained from ad-
ministering 943 questionnaires to coordinators of adult education, vo-
cational teachers of adults and adult vocational students in the eight 
selected area vocational schools. The research question was asked: . 
Do responses to the questionnaire items indicate an identifiable pat~ 
tern of agreement in perception (of 3.50 or above on a five point rat-
ing scale) of what students view as effective teaching behavior; of 
what teachers view as effective teaching behavior; and of what co-
ordinators view as effective teaching behavior. 
Data collected by the questionnaires were tabulated and analyzed 
using frequencies, percentages and mean scores to determine if re-
sponses to the questionnaire items indicated an identifiable pattern 
of agreement in perception. The investigator's interpretation of these 
scores as established by the questionnaire was: (5.00) strongly agree, 
(4.00) agree, (3.00) undecided, (2.00 disagree and (1.00) strongly 
disagree. A cumulative mean score of 3.50 or above was considered by 
the investigator to indicate significant agreement among students, 
teachers and coordinators as to the relative importance of the items 
to effective adult vocational teaching. 
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Conclusions 
The following conclusions emerge from the study as being of 
particular importance. 
1. Of the 30 items submitted ts the three respondent groups, 
. "' 
none were rejected by al!IJ' group as falling below the 3.50 
cut off point. 
2. Item number 5, "Exhibits enthusiasm and support for the area 
in which he is teaching," received the highest rating of any 
item by all of the respondent groups. 
3. There was a noticeable tendency by the coordinator group to 
rank most items higher than either the teacher or student 
groups. 
4. Teachers generally ranked the items higher than students. 
5. Coordinators in most instances assigned a higher rank to 
items 1 through 5, which dealt with "the learning enviorn.-
ment," than students or teachers; whElreas, students tended 
to rank them slightly higher than teachers. 
6. Items 6 threugh 10, which involved "teaching techniques," 
were ranked higher in most instances by teachers than by 
coordinators. The'student group.ranked these items lower 
in all instances than teachers or coordinators. 
7. Teachers in most instances assigned a higher rank to items 
11 through 15, which dealt with "personal characteristics 
and behavioral patterns," than coordinators or students; 
whereas, students generally ranked them higher than 
coordinators. 
8. Items 16 through 20, which involved "teaching and/or 
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learning aids" received a higher ranking from coordinators; 
whereas, students ranked them higher than teachers. 
9. Coordinators in most instances assigned a higher rank to items 
21 thrcmgh 25, which d~al t with "performance of occupatienally 
connected tasks by the teacher." However, students rated 
these items higher than teachers. 
10. Items 26 through 30, which invelved "evaluation methods," were 
ranked higher by coordinators than by teachers. Students did 
not rank any of this series of items higher than coordinators 
er teachers. 
11. There were no identical cumulative mean responses among the 
30 questionnaire items. 
12. The average difference between items according to cumul~tive 
means was .0299. 
Recommendations 
It is understood that teachers are not all alike and that indivi-
dual teachers will not possess all of the characteristics of good 
teaching to the same degree. Persons who are charged with the respon-
sibility f0r adult education pregrams should strive to maintain a staff 
of teachers that are adequately prepared to provide the best possible 
learning environment for the total adult population. 
For the purpose of providing an atmosphere in adult vocational 
education programs that further enhances the learning process, the 
investigator recommends that: 
l. The results of this study should be carefully considered by 
anyone who is contemplating an adult teacher training program 
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whether it be pre-service, in-service or up-grading. 
2. Teacher education programs for trade and industrial education 
teachers sheuld be medified t© include extens:i,ve study in the 
procedures and practi:ceij; in the educatien of adults. 
3. Pre-service and/or in-service training programs should be 
established for non degree adult trade and industrial educa-
tion teachers who are employed either part-time or full-time 
from the ranks of industry. 
/ 4. Emphasis should be given in any adult vocational .teacher 
tr~ining program to the 30 behavioral teaching acts accerding 
to the decending rank order established by this study. 
5. Those responsible for adult education programs at the local 
level should provide a situation whereby meaningful dialogue 
between coordinators, teachers and students can take place 
concerning the behavioral teaching acts identified in this 
study. 
6. Reasonable behavioral objectives should be established at 
all levels in the adult education program to provide direc-
tion and aid in more efficient management. 
The investigator recognizes the generalities of the statements 
made in the behavioral teaching acts included in this study. More pre-
cise information is st'ill needed to guide coordinators and teacher 
trainers in program planning. Further research is indicated in the 
following areas: 
1. A more in depth study of each of the behavioral teaching acts 
identified in this study. 
2. Identification of other behavioral teaching acts that are 
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pertinent to adult trade and industrial education. 
3. Identification of other adult vocational teacher educatien 
needs. 
4. A study in the other service areas of vocational educati@n te 
determine the applicability of these behavioral teaching acts. 
5. Development of an instrument for determining the extent te 
which adult vocational teachers are deficient in the teaching 
skills identified in this study. 
6. A procedure for training adult vocational teachers in the 
teaching skills identified in this study at the least cost 
in time, effort and money. 
It is hoped that this study may be of benefit to others in their 
search for knowledge concerning adult vocational teacher education 
needs. It is also hoped that this study will be used by teacher train-
ers in the development of a more comprehensive program for adult voca-
tional teahcers and prospective adult vocational teachers. 
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As an adult enrolled in a vocational course, or as .. a. te.acher, or 
coordi:n,atorin adult vocational eo.uca.tion, you have certain. percep-
tions of what a person needs to know or do in order to satisfactorily 
tea.ch adults. 
The following is a list of·statements that relate to teaching 
and/or learning. Please respond to ea.oh statement by marking in the 
appropriate blank of the five point rating scale at the right of each 
statement. The rating sea.le will indicate the degree of your agreement 
to the statement, from stroEB"lY agree to ·strowly disagree, that a /. 
teacher .2f adults needs to possess those qualities of teaching or 
learning in order to do a satisfactory job of teaching adults. 
This .information will be strictly confidential and will be used 
only to better understand the teacher education needs of adult voca-
tional teachers. Your·oooperation in answer~ng these questions will 
be of great assistance. However, participation in this study is en-
tirely voluntary and your assistance, while strongly solicited, is 
wholly a matter of your own pleasure. You have our gratitude for 
considering this request. 
The effective vocational teacher of adults 
carefully provides a learning environment 
characterized by: 
Example 
A. Enjoys Teaching adults ••••••••• 
1. 
. . . 
rd 
·~ ~ Q) ~ Q) 
M . ..., Q) ,-fQ) 
~. Q) Q) '8 ~ ~ ~ 
o a> a> a> m o rn 
HM H-rd ell Hl1l 
.p tlD tlD .f! ·r-l .p ,,-j 
tll< < ....., A tllA 
5 4 3 2 1 
(X) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Accepting and respecting each student's 
feelings and ideas ••••••••••• . . .()()()()() 
2. Recognizing and accepting learning problems 
of students ca.used by variation in socio-
economic background ••••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
3. Recognizing and accepting learning problems of 
students caused,by variation in cultural and 
ethnic (minority group) packground •••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
4. Recognizing and accepting learning problems of 
students caused by variation in scholastic 
ability and attainment •••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Exhibiting enthusiasm and support for the area 
in which he is teaching ••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
The effective vocational teacher of adults performs 
the teachiW a.ct by employing the following techniques: 
6. Skillful questioning of each individual to determine 
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" 
areas where additional help is needed . . . 
7. Encouraging sharing of ideas among the group 
through discussion leading •••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) () ( ) 
8. Giving demonstrations of skills and 
procedures • . . . . . . • . • . • . ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
9. Providing opportunity for each student to 
practice newly acquired skills . . . . • • ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
10. Securing the services of resource persons and 
experts in the field ••••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
The effective vocational adult teacher possesses persQn.al 
cha.ractertstics and behavioral.patterns including the 
fQllowing: 
11. Maintains an open mind concerning the ideas 
and opinions of students ••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
12. Avoids sarcastic and derogatory responses to 
members of the group ••••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
13. Readily adjusts and adapts to new and different 
si tuati0ns • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
14. Expresses himself fluently and in clear, concise 
terms • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
15. Maintains good professional image in terms of 
groom~ng • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • ()()()()() 
The effective 
to his teachi 
and or learni . 
16. Employs methods and techniques of effective 
planning and implementation ••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
17. Acce~ts learning by the use of audio-visual 
~quil)Jlent • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
' 18. Encourages desirable work habits through the 
use of assignment sheets, job sheets and 
operation sheets. • • • • • • • • • • • • ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
20. 
Helps the student ~pply new·knowledge and 
~kills to past experience ••••••• 
Gears the presentation to the levels 0f 
experience of the group •••••••• 
• • • 
• • • 
The effective vocational teacher of adults performs 
the following tasks concerning the occupation he is 
teachings 
21. Analyzes the trade or occupation for teaching 
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()()()()() 
content • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
22. Fellows accepted and approved work standards 




Teaches, practices and enforces preventive 
shop safety procedures •••••••••• 
P©ssesses proficiency in the operation or 
manipulation of the tools of the trade •• 
Teaches and perfo~ms preventive and/or 
. . 
• • 




The effective vocational teacher of adults conscientiously 
employs the following.objective evaluation methods: 
26. Involves the students in a mutual process of 
29. 
30. 
formulating learning objectives ••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Involves students in develeping acceptable 
methods for measuring student progress •• . . 
Helps students to see the gap between what the 
student wguld like to be and what.he is ••• 
Maintains an accurate chart indicating student 
progress • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Prepares and administers examinations that are 
fair and accurate in appraising student 





Please list any other perceptions or ideas you might have concerning the 
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behavioral teaching acts or patterns which characterize the effective 
vocational teacher of adults. 
APPENDIX C 
STUDENT CHARACTERISTIC CHECK SHEN.I' 
TEACHER CHARACTERISTIC CHECK SHEN.I' 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF ADULTS ENROLLED IN 
VOCATIONAL EDUCATIONAL COURSES 
Please check (X) the blank to the,left of the response under each 
question that bestdescribes your"12r.esent status. 
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l. What is your past experiences as a participant in adult education 
courses? · 




Enrolled one time but did not complete course. 




BoB. --472 c. 
290 D. 
Completed more than one course. 
is the highest level of formal 
6 years (elementary school). 
9 years (junior high school). 
12 years (high school). 
l or more years of college. 







25 to 34 
35 to 44 
45 to 64 
65 or over 
education you have completed? 











5. What is your sex? 
834 A. Male 
31 B. Femal.e 
fr. What is your one (major) reason for enrolling in this course? 
240 A. Increase performance on present job. 
200 B. For advancement in present occupation. 
291 C. To get a new job. 
134 D. Hobby 





Employed full time 
Employed part time 
Unemployed (Out of work). 
Retired. 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF TEACHERS OF ADULT VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COURSES 
Please check (X) the blank to the left of the response under each 
Cll:1-estion that best describes y0ur present status. 







Have never taught before. 
Taught one course. 
Taught one year. 
Taught 2 to 4 years. 
Taught 5 or more years. 






Completed high school. 
Completed high school and served an apprenticeship. 
C,ompleted high school and a trade school. 
Attended one or more years of college but did not earn a degree 
Earned one or more college degrees. 










If you attended college how many hours of T & I or other profes-
si@nal courses did you have? 
14 A. 
-tB• ___ c. 
33 D. 
Less than 4 hours credit. 
Less than 8 but more than 4. 
Less than 16 but more than 8. 
More than 16. 







25 to 34 
35 to 44 
45 to 64 
65 or over 





0 (never belonged) 
l to 2 years 
3 to 5 years 
5 or more years 
7. Years of work experience in the trade you are now teaching. 
3 A. 
10 B. 
17 c • 
......4Q._D. 
2 years or less 
3 to 5 years 
6 to 10 years 
10:er more years 
8.. Years of work experience in any t.rades other than the one you 





2 years or less 
3 to 5 years 
6 to 10 years 
10 or more·years 





10 hours or less 
Less than 20 
Less than 40 
40 ©r more 





2 or less 
3 to 5 
6 to 10 
More than 10 
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11. If yoµ ~Z:~ a :fu.],~ .. t~me: t'eacher, how many hours do you· spend in. 
teaching other than adult vocational education? 
l A. 5 heurs 
5 B. 10 hours 
0 c. 15 hours 
40 D. 30 hours 












LRI'TER OF INSTRUCTIONS TO COORDINATORS 
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November 5, 1971 
Mr. James Tritt 
Coordinator of Adult Education 
Tulsa Area Vocational-Technical Center 
3420 S. Memorial 
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74145 
Dear Mr. Tritt: 
Thank you for consenting to work with us in conducting this 
study in adult educationo We hope that the responses obtained on 
the questionnaire will provide information that will enable us to 
make recommendations concerning teacher education needs. 
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Enclosed is a questionnaire f0r you, the coordinator, to com-
plete. The instructor and students questionnaires are packaged in 
individual envelopes with the course name clipped to it. Please 
distribute these envelopes with the enclosed questionnaires to the 
specified T & I classes. Explain to each instructor that there is 
a questionnaire in the packet to be completed by the instructor and 
one each for members of the class. Explain also that although we 
would appreciate 100% participation in the completion of the ques-
tionnaires, their participation is entirely voluntary. 
The following is the procedure for you to follow in distributing 
and returning the questionnaires. 
l. Complete coordinator questionnaire. 
2. Distribute packets to classes. 
3. Place completed student and instructor questionnaires back 
in individual packets. 
4. Remove the class designation label from the class packets. 
5. Place individual packets in the large stamped, self-addressed 
envelope which is enclosed for their return. 
6. Place coordinators completed questionnaire in the large 
envelope with the cla1;1s packetso 
7. Seal the large envelope and place in the mail. 
Thank you for your cooperation. Without your help a study of this 
nature could not be conducted. 
Sincerely, 
Wayman R. Penner 
APPENDIX E 
COMMENTS FROM RESPONDENTS 
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COMMENTS FROM RESPONDENTS 
Reaction of Respondents to the Statement: Please list any other percep-
tions or ideas you might,have concerning the behavioral teaching acts 
er patterns which characterize the effective vocational teacher of 
adults. 
Encourages c~ntinuing studies for students that show good ability in 
the subject being taught. 
* * * * 
The most successful teacher of adults is one that recognizes the learn-
ing problems of his students and presents his students with material to 
be learned at the proper level. Don't talk "down" to anybody but teach 
him at a level he can understand. 
* * * * 
Enthusia.m of the teacher for his subject is contagious. 
* * * * 
The vecational teacher should strive to keep active in his trade area. 
He should constantly upgrade his skill and work in and as clGSe to his 
subject area as much as possible to keep abreast of developments. 
* * * * 
l think a gHd vocational-technical teacher shQuld have had actual ex-
p.erience wc,rking in the field he is teaching so he will have a practi-
cal knowledge of the field. 
* * * * 
An adult vocational course should be taught by someone who thoroughly 
knows the subject (Remember how successful the Sea Bees were?). Grades 
a.re not very important-pass or no pass would do. What is learned, 
net how fancy the teaching technique, is where the emphasis should be. 
In shert, a long history of education courses sh0uld not be a teacher 
prerequisite. 
* * * * 
I believe he must conduct himself so that the student knows he is being 
taught by one who really knows his subject-he must teach with autho-
rity in a clear, concise voice. 
* * * * 
More individual assistance. 
* * * * 
A g0~d teacher is friendly to the class but he must n©t become a clese, 
persQnal friend to the students. 
* * * * 
Must keep the student's attention at all times er close to it. 
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* * * * 
Should use demonstrations and have a respect for all students. 
* * * * 
I feel the teacher of a vocational c0urse needs to be in constant con-
tact with industry, sa that he enhances education ·and industry -~ ,,,.,_"-;,,. ··· · 
relationships. 
* * * * 
Should be a man that has had experience in industry as a technician, 
etc. Does not need to ·have a degree of any kind. In fact a person 
without practical experience and having a degree is not worth anything 
as far as ieaching a vocatio.n. 
* * * * 
For adult~ - I believe thor<'lnigh preparation by the teacher for each 
lesscm· is of the utm0st importance - teac.her should follow carefully 
prepared course~ adults don't want to waste time. 
* * * * 
He should try to give examples in something simple that is used in 
every day life to connect what he is teaching to what it is used for, 
or how it works. This is the way people.learn. (a picture is worth a 
1000 words). 
* * * * 
Auto mechanics is usually studied by men but sometimes women have to 
learn this. The teacher should not be partial to different sexes just 
because he's used to teaching males. 
* * * * 
A teacher should teach and not try to show how smart he is. 
* * * * 
An example of human.behavior bef@re he att9-'ins subject and teaching 
ability. 
* * * * 
He must like people. 
* * * * 
Te~~her should out short a lot of the comments that do not apply to the 
subject at hand. We have wasted a let of time.talking about things 
that reall? not applicable. In other w@rds don't let the class be 
sidetracked •. 
* * * * 
Treats every student equal. 
* * * * 
Should keep his teaching down to a level the class can understand 
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* * * * 
I think the teachers should make sure the student knows what they are 
deing and the teacher sheuld help a little·more, instead 0f just 
threwii::ig y0u aside like my teacher did me when I;~as'ked to' fix my car. 
He didn't have a minute fer me and he would've prebably been happy if 
my car would've blown up on me. At least I found someone to help me 
that didn't even know me that ca.red. He helped me and I finally got 
it fixed. But the reason I'm coming here is to learn to fix my own 
car but it doesn't look like that is helping me any. I don't think 
a teacher 'should expect so much from you when you don't know it!!! 
* * * * 
Need a good attitude. 
* * * * 
I think as long as a teacher helps a student learn a skill or trade, 
it·· wouldn't make any difference whether he wore his hair long or had 
a beard or mustache. As 10:ng as he used go0d manner$ and didn't use 
profane langµ.age in his classes. 
* * * * 
Have a good sense of humor, make.s the class more interesting. 
* * * * 
Instill in the student interest in vocation through excitement in the 
vocation~ allow students to practice skills learned - show how to do 
but do not do.for the learner. 
* * * * 
Must· have an adult approach ta teaching adults. Not to vi,ew students 
a.s anything other than goal oriented. 
* * * * 
If the teacher is adapting to performance oriented classes such as 
tra.de classes I exams and charts seem petty. Performance under pr0-
f.easional supervisi0n will better assist the teacher in evaluating 
student pregress and/or teacher success. 
* * * * 
Explain things in full. 
* * * * 
Female teachers with mini skirts would help attendance and attention!!! 
* * * * 
Find out what the student wants. 
* * * * 
Teacher should posses ability t© make all material as interesting as 
possible and cover material that is of most use in the trade. 
* * * * 
Trys hard to get along. Friendly, courteous and helpful. 
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* * * * 
He must like te be with people and have an appreciation of the phi-
losophy ef education. 
* * * * 
Must be able to mix into adult class as another individual and not as 
a teacher' as such. Mu$t n(i)t over .emphasize his abilities wi t.hin the 
fromework of the course so as to demoralize the adult student. 
* f * * 
1. Teacher must be auth(i)ritative (a) Discipline of class (b) Course 
content. 
2. Teacher must be impartial - not too socializing. 
3. Teacher must personally be related to subject if possible. 
4. Teacher must set a specific goal for achievement in time allotted. 
5. Very important to get participatiqn from each student.· 
6. Maintain a atmosphere of expected respcmse and respensible from 
each student. 
* * * * 
Learning situation must be dictetorial. Many teachers lose effective-
ness by trying t@ be "one ef the guys." 
* * * * 
Be responsible in maintaining class discipline. 
* * * * 
Establish effect @f group learning. Draw individuals into partici::-
pating1 d0 not pressure by ceritinual questioning. 
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